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Love & Romance Forecast Report for Leonardo DiCaprio

Your Love & Romance Forecast begins on the following page. If
the time period for an interpretation is, for example, given as
"Apr 1, 1998 (Feb 15, 1998 to May 15, 1998)", then it starts in
mid-February, reaches greatest intensity around April 1, and
ends in mid-May. The first date listed is the time when the
influence has reached maximum strength; we can call this date
the "peak date". The influence starts on the beginning date,
gradually increases in strength until the peak date is reached,
and then it gradually fades out until the ending date is
reached.
You may also notice that the same interpretation shows up
periodically during the year; this is not unusual. To eliminate
redundant interpretations, you may be informed that the
astrological influence also occurred earlier and that you should
refer back to the previous occurrence of this interpretation.
At the top right margin after the dates, the abbreviated names
of the aspects and the two factors involved are given. For
example, "Jup Sqr Sat" means that during the given dates
"transiting Jupiter" is squaring your "natal Saturn". That is to
say, the first factor that appears is always the transiting
planet (present position of the planet in the zodiac), while the
second component of the pair is "natal", or the position it was
in the zodiac at your birth.
At the beginning of each interpretation the complete name of the
aspect and the two factors involved are given in capitalized
letters. As before, the first planet is in "transit" while the
second is "natal".
Below it, the INTENSITY of the aspect is indicated in a scale
from 1 to 10. That is to say, an aspect with an influence of 1
is very weak and may not even be noticed. On the other hand, an
influence of 10 is very powerful. We can consider aspects with
an intensity of 8, 9 or 10 VERY STRONG, 6 or 7 STRONG, 4 or 5
AVERAGE, DECREASING at 2 or 3 and VERY WEAK at 0 or 1.
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This report interprets the aspects between the transiting
planets and the following three natal planets: Moon, Venus and
Pluto.
Tropical/Placidus

NATAL CHART

Calculated for time zone 8 hours
Natal positions:
Sun=18SC40
Moon=15LI44
Jup= 8PI06
Sat=18CN48

Merc=29LI45
Ura=29LI25

Ven=19SC54
Nep= 8SA35

Mars= 9SC36
Plu= 8LI13

PLANET-TO-PLANET SELECTIONS
Natal: Sun Moon Merc Ven Mars Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu
Transiting: Sun Merc Ven Mars Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu
ASPECT
ORB
ASPECT
ORB
Conj ( 0 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Oppos (180 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
Sqr
( 90 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Trine (120 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
Sxtil ( 60 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
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Dec 31, 2009

11 PM

(Dec
(Dec 31, 2009 to Jan 1, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Plu

VENUS SQUARE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Pluto brings an
increase of your sensuous vital energies. This means that your
affections will be accentuated during the time of this
astrological aspect. An increase of your personal energy level
in principle is of neutral character, that is to say, neither
harmonious nor disharmonious, since this depends a great deal on
your will. A disharmonious astrological aspect, without a doubt,
could incline you to express that energy in an unbalanced way or
against your natural character. That is to say, your
affectionate energy could have psychological manifestations of a
disharmonious character, such as jealousy, excessive attachment
to your loved one, or trying to impose your whims on your mate
by more or less subtle methods. It is advisable to become aware
of this and to control certain instinctive tendencies that now
could emerge. Remember that happiness in your relationship, the
integration with your loved one, and your personal
accomplishment depends a great deal on the respect you have for
yourself and each other. Avoid capricious, disrespectful or out
of place reactions, and try to amend this kind of conduct and
extreme attitudes, always cultivating a moderate and balanced
behavior.
Desire is an innate and natural inclination in human beings and,
if it is accompanied by emotions and higher thoughts,
constitutes the basis for greater happiness and personal
development. It is important that the desire always will be an
instrument of the personality, and not the other way around,
since in this case sooner or later dissatisfaction is produced.
Thus, if you allow yourself to be controlled by the instinct of
pleasure, you won't have the ability to relax, to enjoy yourself
and expand the relationship with your mate. Rather, a vacuum
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sensation exists upon channeling personal sensuous energies only
toward physical pleasure.
You have to learn to relax, to take your time, and to give your
sensuous appetites a creative impulse, which neither more nor
less is the basis of total sexuality.

Jan 5, 2010

8 PM

(Jan
(Jan 4, 2010 to Jan 6, 2010)
2010)

Sun Sqr Moon

SUN SQUARE MOON
INTENSITY: 2
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Moon doesn't have
too much strength, but can be used to amend certain imbalances
in your family relationships. Fundamentally, you tend to go to
opposite extremes and find it hard to stay on the middle ground.
In the first place, at given times you are inclined to be too
individualistic, arrogant and self-sufficient in your family
relationships. You tend to impose your own points of view and do
it in a certain shaky, capricious way according to your
emotional state at the moment in question. In other cases you
will be inclined to the opposite extreme, that is to say, to be
attached and to depend too much on what could be called the
"family warmth". In this case you prefer to depend on the family
unit before venturing out and solving your own problems.
Briefly, it is necessary to learn how to achieve the right
balance concerning your family relationships and emotional
affections, neither trying to be the center of the family, nor
intending that your loved ones solve your problems for you. This
certainly is a difficult road that requires personal security,
self-discipline and self-understanding. It is necessary to give
in order to receive, which is a simple rule and very practical
in regard to family relationships. That is to say, if you are
stronger, you will be able to contribute more to your family,
which also will be strengthened and at the same time will have
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more ability to protect you. In other words, the more the family
unit is strengthened, the more your integration will be
strengthened. Increase your personal security, project that
personal security to your family, and you will find that your
family relationships improve notably. In that way you are going
to be admired, understood and taken into account thanks to your
personal securities.

Jan 6, 2010 10 PM

(Jan
(Jan 6, 2010 to Jan 7, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Moon

VENUS SQUARE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
During the days of this aspect your psychological state probably
will fluctuate from the height of superficial happiness to
extreme melancholia and a sense of isolation. In reality, there
are two kinds of vibrations that prevent you from maintaining an
even course, but are continually tilting from one extreme to the
other. It is advisable to take some time for personal
reflection, thinking about your more recent affectionate or
sentimental experiences, before reacting or acting without
previous contemplation. Now is the time to look deeper into your
real psyche, avoiding at all cost to express your feelings
outwardly without having sufficiently worked out what comes from
within.
If you are sensitive or affected by the reaction of a relative,
a friend, a loved one or even your mate, above all control your
imagination, otherwise you run the risk of making a mountain out
of a mole hill. Don't evade the situations or people responsible
for your sensitivity, but simply reflect on the real meaning of
that experience and how to respond to it. Either way, after
calming yourself and having reflected you think that your loved
one has made a mistake, it is advisable to outline everything
smoothly and objectively without getting too personal.
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You won't go from a feeling of joy to melancholia very easily,
since you are not living in a fairy tale nor in a valley of
tears. Find a balance between your family responsibilities and
your need for entertainment, amuse yourself and relax a while.
If you are involved in a love relationship now, see to it that
it will be as harmonious as possible with your family to avoid
small irritations or sensitivities in the future.

Jan 9, 2010 10 PM

(Jan
(Jan 8, 2010 to Jan 10, 2010)
2010)

Sun Sxtil Ven

SUN SEXTILE VENUS
INTENSITY: 0
During the time of this harmonious aspect of transiting Sun to
Venus your sensuous and affectionate feelings will be
accentuated, that is to say, will be expressed clearly; without
shyness, disguise or any complex. You now are sure of your
feelings and need to revitalize them by sharing them openly with
your mate. There is a better understanding between you and your
loved one, since you experience that through your love
relationship your own personal limits are transcended.
If you are in love with someone and up until now have not
expressed your feelings, it probably would be a good time to do
it, provided that you are sure and know for certain that your
selection is right. If you already have someone or are married,
use this chance to reaffirm your love for them, since that
revitalizes the feelings for both of you.
What makes your love relationship more attractive now is that
you are sure within yourself, which is not being attached or
dependent on your mate, or searching for energies that you may
lack; on the contrary, you radiate energy and want to share it
with the person you love.
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There is a possibility of making a good social contact, or
entering a higher circle thanks to the prestige of your mate or
partner. The harmonious influence of the Sun can bring a small
social rise or personal prestige in your life, to a degree
thanks to the harmonious influence you are having and in that
sense your companion.

Jan 10, 2010 6 AM

(Jan
(Jan 9, 2010 to Jan 11, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sxtil
Sxtil Ven

VENUS SEXTILE VENUS
INTENSITY: 0
A harmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Venus brings
expansion of love, that is to say, you will be able to better
understand your loved one. Your inner feelings are finer, higher
and less egotistical, and you are more tolerant toward other
people. Your sensuality is accentuated and you could have an
especially happy and satisfying experience at this time.
Fundamentally, it constitutes a "confirmation" of love, since,
if the selection of your mate has been right, you now are going
to obtain sufficient proof about your selection. Thus, you will
note that the other person actually wants you and needs you,
which, without a doubt, will generate a juvenile and refreshing
sensation in you.
Obviously, this is not an astrological aspect of great strength
that coincides with one or two details that are consciously
noticeable -evidently one must wait for big events. Above all,
it means enjoying what you have and coming a step closer toward
the harmonization between you and your loved one. Express your
love with naturalness and you will find that this simple act
will rebound immediately. Be guided more or less by the fact
that "when you give you shall receive". Express your love subtly
and make use of aesthetic details of beautiful character, as the
Venusian vibration is related to art, harmony, good taste and
the right mood, all of which improve and extol the act of love.
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Enjoy any moment of happiness that you could have now and you
will see that happiness attracts happiness and what is high is
integrated with the high. Understand, live and experience love
as something that is simultaneously produced on several levels,
that is to say, in the physical dominance as well as the
emotional, mental and spiritual. The more global and total your
idea and vivacity of love will be, the greater the importance of
the experiences in your life will be.

Jan 13, 2010 2 PM

(Jan
(Jan 10, 2010 to Jan 16, 2010)

Mars Sxtil Moon

MARS SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious astrological aspect energizes your emotions.
That is to say, you will feel more competent to express your
mental and emotional states in an open way, which causes you to
be more direct and spontaneous in your sentimental relationships
and, especially, with your family. If you usually are shy, it is
a good time to exercise emotional advantage, self-confidence and
direct expression of your emotional states.
As a rule, you will be more inclined to define circumstances, to
participate actively, to decide and take part in family
problems. In other words, you will prefer to take part in family
decisions, and in that way try to improve conditions in your
family, or solve problems that have been delayed or stagnant for
some time. You never will avoid your part of responsibility that
touches the dynamics of your family.
You now will be more sure of yourself psychologically, and what
is very important, you are not attached to or stopped by people
in your family environment. You prefer to devote part of your
energies, your time and your effort to improve the dynamics of
your family, have family gatherings from time to time to talk
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over your problems, or simply to pass the time. Thus, your
personal self-esteem is increased, making you a very useful
person prejudiced toward evolution and change, which will not
bring states of emotional susceptibility or evasion. You prefer
to sweeten the circumstances with motivation, facts, and fruit,
rather than to attempt to adorn them, to defer them, or simply
to delay them.
Sincerity and spontaneity in your emotional manifestations are
essential for you now. You prefer to vent any possible
resentment, hurt feelings or misunderstandings immediately. If
there is something that concerns you or that doesn't seem right
in your emotional relationships, you will try to clear the air
quickly and without any dubiousness.
Briefly, you are going to express yourself with clear, direct
and defined emotions, knowing how to combine your personal
freedom with your responsibility toward your family or loved
ones. All in all, it will be a phase in which your emotional and
psychic experiences will be enriched, conscious, filled with
life and very vital.

Jan 24, 2010 8 PM

(Jan
(Jan 24, 2010 to Jan 25, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Plu

VENUS TRINE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This
it's
your
with
that

astrological aspect lasts only a few days, but on occasion
effect can be felt in a palpable way. Your sensuality and
ability to love are increased now, making you more intense
greater depth and creative energy. It is a personal cycle
can serve you to intensively fuse with your mate.

If you currently are not involved with anyone, use this period
to become aware of your creative potential and get to known
yourself better. Your personal security will attract the
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opposite sex, and there is a possibility of someone becoming
interested in you. In this case, try to be selective at the time
of choosing a companion, since it is preferable to be alone
rather than making the wrong choice. Remember that nobody is
pushing you to get a mate quickly. Without a doubt, it can be
said that quality is worth more than quantity. If you pass this
short and intensive cycle in solitary, become fully aware of
yourself as an independent and creative individual.
A harmonious aspect of Venus to Pluto is a small step toward
ascending the height of sexual alchemy, which is based on the
progressive increase of sexual energy as well as control over
it. Uncontrolled sexuality is precisely the opposite of
happiness and fulfillment in the relationship of a couple. On
the other hand, high and conscious sexuality inclines to
personal self-realization and complete satisfaction in the
relationship.
It is a good time to live, study and practice total integration
in your affectionate relationship, where the body, the psyche
and the mind collaborate toward the same end: fusion, and as a
result evolution. Enjoy yourself intensely and become aware of
each instant, since true love is bound to the full awareness of
each act, each gesture, each feeling and each thought.

Jan 27, 2010 10 PM

(Jan
(Jan 26, 2010 to Jan 28, 2010)
2010)

Sun Trine Plu

SUN TRINE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 2
At this time your sexuality and total vital energy will be
revitalized and must be released through a creative exchange.
You will be fully aware of the effect of love and of each
instant in the interrelationship with your partner. Moments like
this cannot be repeated and, without a doubt, constitute a great
opportunity to develop and improve your own psychological
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qualities. Sexuality is not only a release of energy, but to
understand yourself through exchange with the other. The act of
love is an event of self-understanding and personal
self-realization.
This is a good time to openly express your feelings so that you
will be totally sincere with yourself and with your loved one.
Sharing is being open to new realities, and opening up is
necessary for a confident and respectful environment. Putting
these qualities into practice will prove that boredom and
monotony do not exist in real love. There always is something
new to experience, to communicate and to put into practice.
Sexuality should not wear out your energy, but release, expand,
revitalize and recover your personal strength. This is a good
way of finding out if the relationship works correctly, since
"nothing is created, nothing is destroyed and all is
transformed". Thus, the integral act of love must result in the
revitalization of both partners on the physical as well as the
emotional and mental levels. As a rule, when someone is tired,
it is because you are not achieving an energy circuit adapted to
the environment. On the other hand, when someone is revitalized,
it is because you readily tune into others, and in this case,
your partner.
Talk about your improvements since you were together, comment on
the psychological deficiencies you have surpassed, and bring to
light those that still need a bit of polishing. This sincere
exchange produces great results and deepens your level of
communication.

Jan 30, 2010 7 PM

(Jan
(Jan 30, 2010 to Jan 31, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Moon

VENUS TRINE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
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A harmonious aspect between Venus and Moon indicates the
escalation of your personal romanticism. Your imagination is
intensified now, especially, since your surroundings provide a
stimuli and small daily events that make you agreeable and
merry. In this respect, you could receive a gift, a call, have a
special meaningful encounter, or simply will observe that some
of your loved ones respond to you in a vibrant, cozy and warm
way. During this short period of time, there is harmony between
your need to be open, amused and loved on one hand, and your
family responsibilities or relationship to your parents on the
other hand. Thus, if you are involved in a love relationship
now, you will find that the interrelationship will be more and
better accepted by your family.
Everything mentioned, without a doubt, will bring greater inner
emotional balance and promote some very important and
satisfactory relationships with people of your emotional and
family environment. You are especially receptive to the feelings
and emotional states of other people, which increases your
capacity of intense psychic communication with your loved ones
or those you protect.
Your feelings are fine and pure now, and at the same time you
will want contact with beauty, amusement, aesthetics and art as
way of releasing your creative inspiration.
During the time of this aspect it is advisable to acquire a
greater vision of the positive elements that sentimentally are
forming part of your life; thus, if you give inner thanks for
the good things happening to you, it is very probable that they
are expanded and magnified. Don't concentrate on things you lack
or would like to possess emotionally, it would be preferable to
put your psyche on positive things and what is good for your
family and sentimental relationships. In some way, perfection in
human relationships is impossible.
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Feb 2, 2010 11 AM

(Jan
(Jan 30, 2010 to Feb 5, 2010)
2010)

Mars Sxtil Plu

MARS SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious aspect of transiting Mars to Pluto generates an
increase of your sexual and vital energy. Sexual energy is bound
to self-confidence, which increases your total energy and
personal magnetism during this period. It is a good time to
deepen the interrelationship that exists between managing sexual
energy and total vital energy. Sexual energy is a manifestation
of total vital energy, and when sexual energy is used
adequately, vital energy is increased. If you now have a
satisfying sexual life you will observes that your personal
energy will increase. Briefly, real sexuality does not consist
of squandering your own energy, but exchanging it in an act in
which psychological penetration, confidence and understanding
with your mate exists. Thus, when mutual confidence and respect
exists, sexual energy is exchanged and not wasted or worn. That
is to say, this kind of relationship doesn't squander vital
energy, but exactly the opposite, since each partner is more
revitalized through the act of making love.
If you project this psychic energy toward someone you love and
have full confidence in him/her, then that energy is
strengthened, exalted and sublimated. In that way, your
increased vital energy will allow you to have a clearer
conscience.
It is very important for you to have an active sexual or
physical relationship now, but also consider that it is
essential to have psychological understanding with your mate as
well as self-realization. You want to devote long periods of
time to intense communication with your companion, since you
have a need to exchange experiences, share your life together,
poll your every day life, understand him/her better
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psychologically as well as to understand yourself better and, in
fact, to perfect yourself.
Obviously self-realization is something personal, but it can be
accelerated and intensified when each partner is committed to
conscientiously improve his/her personality and impels the other
to self-understanding. This is what designates real "sexual
alchemy", according to which the sexual process is something
that occurs on three different levels: physical, emotional and
mental. This is the real concept of sexuality, the word derived
from "six", that is to say, physical - emotional - mental of the
man added to the physical - emotional - mental of the woman. A
real sexual contact is produced on those three levels, and this
is a good astrological aspect to begin understanding that kind
of living together.

Feb 3, 2010

3 AM

(Feb
(Feb 2, 2010 to Feb 4, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Ven

VENUS SQUARE VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
During this short time of the disharmonious aspect of transiting
Venus to Venus your feelings will be intense, but certainly a
bit superfluous. It is important to care about forms but,
obviously, love cannot be sustained only by extraneous details,
more or less fancy gestures, gifts or painstaking care of the
personal image. We have to understand, be connected and
establish firm bridges between two individuals that by nature
are different.
If you are in a period of courtship, don't think that by simply
maintaining an apparently harmonious, fun and happy keynote
during this phase guarantees that the future relationship will
endure in time. There has to be a fundamental understanding
between you, and not only the illusion of having a good time,
going dancing or enjoying yourselves with friends.
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Equally, if you are in a stable relationship such as marriage,
you will be enthused to enjoy yourself, to relax, squander your
energy and indulge in intensive leisure, all of which could lead
to a certain vacuum sensation upon recapturing your daily
responsibilities. You have to find a way to use your spare time
for the most creative leisure, for example culture, sports, deep
communication with your mate or, simply, seeking the most remote
intimacy from the mundane noise.
Obviously, the dynamics of a holiday or spree could be a release
of energy after a phase of stress. However, this is not the
standard ideal for channeling your free time. Procure to plan
the details for some activities with your mate for the weekend
or your vacation.
As a rule, it is advisable to moderate your sensuous
manifestations and to remember that in love it is not
advantageous "to be impatient and expect things to happen" in
two or three days. If you are especially euphoric or want things
to go well, temper your spirits and extend the moments, and you
will find that even when everything is going along well one must
have serenity. It is necessary to be relaxed in order to enjoy
things and people. If there is too much excitement, the instants
and experiences rendered are volatile, passing and not
satisfying.

Feb 4, 2010

8 AM

(Feb
(Feb 3, 2010 to Feb 5, 2010)
2010)

Sun Trine Moon

SUN TRINE MOON
INTENSITY: 2
This is a good time to strengthen family relationships and the
ties with your loved ones. During this period you see things
more from an emotional point of view and your psyche now is able
to surpass the susceptibilities, including those bound to family
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situations of the past. This is an auspicious time to be
sincere, noble and open with the people most dear to you. It is
well known that family relationships rarely are a bed of roses,
since generally always one thorn or another emerges. Precisely,
this astrological aspect can motivate you to approach and be
reconciled with someone, with whom you previously had certain
tension. This aspect almost guarantees success, since you are
now above misunderstandings and mistakes of the past.
If you are married or have children, it is a good time to
guarantee your personal individual integration with your family
environment, living the fact that "the personal path of
evolution starts in the family". You see that by emitting noble
energies, the energies returned to you are also of high and
protective character. It is a good time to try and make your
household a bright spot, full of warmth, conscience and
protection. At least, at this time it is very clear to you that
even attempting it is worth the trouble, and that success can be
achieved with a little effort.
You are sure of your feelings and the fondness of your loved
ones, and because of this, deeply impress the people you love.
It is neither more nor less than what is visible, and what is
real, noble and high always grows and fructifies. In this case,
you plant the seeds of delivery, sacrifice and nobility, and the
fruit thereafter will be creative and full of deep emotional
experiences. That is to say, if you show your emotions openly to
your loved ones, your fondest dreams will be fulfilled, since
they will reciprocate in the same way.
This aspect is of short duration and doesn't have too much
strength, though it can be potent if it is used in a conscious
way.
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Feb 8, 2010
2010 11 AM

(Feb
(Feb 7, 2010 to Feb 9, 2010)
2010)

Sun Sqr Ven

SUN SQUARE VENUS
INTENSITY: 2
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Venus brings an
increase in your sensuous vital energy, which can incline you to
certain excesses. For example, you now could feel a great desire
for amusement and expansion, and may even want to escape from
your daily grind going to a dance with your mate, dining out,
going to a club, or preparing an exceptional weekend. Obviously,
there is nothing wrong with it in general, unless these kind of
activities are carried to excess. It isn't so much the fact of
wanting to live well, but rather to control yourself and stay
within your means. If you are not careful, the following weeks
could be a narrow squeeze of money, since you over spent on
details, gifts or outings to such a degree that you actually are
left without anything in the budget for the rest of the month.
Don't give so much importance to the size or quantity of your
entertainments, since a simple gift in a given moment can have
great sentimental value.
Avoid an egocentric, superior and arrogant attitude toward your
mate. Perhaps now you are very proud of something you have
obtained on a social or professional level, or even are proud of
your own companion, but you should never have a capricious or
egocentric attitude. Learn to control your abundant energy and
you will find that with simplicity, sincerity and nobility big
improvements are brought about in your partnership. Learn to
speak but also listen, give advice and also think about the
advice given to you, in fact, learn to find the right balance
between you and your loved one. Neither of you should impose
your points of view on the other, but share the decisions and
enjoy the responsibilities that both of you have every day.
Don't ever think that you are going faster than your companion,
since it is necessary that both of you go hand in hand, jointly
experiencing the new encounters that are opened to you each day.
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At this time you may also be especially proud of your mate and
may want to show him/her off socially so that everyone can see
that you are the "perfect couple". Although this is not negative
in general, it isn't bad either to be unnoticed from time to
time and to intermingle with others without creating so much
attention. It may boost your ego when others remark about you,
but it also has it's disadvantages since, whether you like it or
not, there always will be a certain amount of criticism.

Feb 27, 2010 2 AM

(Feb
(Feb 26, 2010 to Feb 28, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Ven

VENUS TRINE VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
A harmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Venus brings
expansion of love, that is to say, you will be able to better
understand your loved one. Your inner feelings are finer, higher
and less egotistical, and you are more tolerant toward other
people. Your sensuality is accentuated and you could have an
especially happy and satisfying experience at this time.
Fundamentally, it constitutes a "confirmation" of love, since,
if the selection of your mate has been right, you now are going
to obtain sufficient proof about your selection. Thus, you will
note that the other person actually wants you and needs you,
which, without a doubt, will generate a juvenile and refreshing
sensation in you.
Obviously, this is not an astrological aspect of great strength
that coincides with one or two details that are consciously
noticeable -evidently one must wait for big events. Above all,
it means enjoying what you have and coming a step closer toward
the harmonization between you and your loved one. Express your
love with naturalness and you will find that this simple act
will rebound immediately. Be guided more or less by the fact
that "when you give you shall receive". Express your love subtly
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and make use of aesthetic details of beautiful character, as the
Venusian vibration is related to art, harmony, good taste and
the right mood, all of which improve and extol the act of love.
Enjoy any moment of happiness that you could have now and you
will see that happiness attracts happiness and what is high is
integrated with the high. Understand, live and experience love
as something that is simultaneously produced on several levels,
that is to say, in the physical dominance as well as the
emotional, mental and spiritual. The more global and total your
idea and vivacity of love will be, the greater the importance of
the experiences in your life will be.

Mar 10, 2010 6 AM

(Mar
(Mar 9, 2010 to Mar 11, 2010)
2010)

Sun Trine Ven

SUN TRINE VENUS
INTENSITY: 2
During the time of this harmonious aspect of transiting Sun to
Venus your sensuous and affectionate feelings will be
accentuated, that is to say, will be expressed clearly; without
shyness, disguise or any complex. You now are sure of your
feelings and need to revitalize them by sharing them openly with
your mate. There is a better understanding between you and your
loved one, since you experience that through your love
relationship your own personal limits are transcended.
If you are in love with someone and up until now have not
expressed your feelings, it probably would be a good time to do
it, provided that you are sure and know for certain that your
selection is right. If you already have someone or are married,
use this chance to reaffirm your love for them, since that
revitalizes the feelings for both of you.
What makes your love relationship more attractive now is that
you are sure within yourself, which is not being attached or
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dependent on your mate, or searching for energies that you may
lack; on the contrary, you radiate energy and want to share it
with the person you love.
There is a possibility of making a good social contact, or
entering a higher circle thanks to the prestige of your mate or
partner. The harmonious influence of the Sun can bring a small
social rise or personal prestige in your life, to a degree
thanks to the harmonious influence you are having and in that
sense your companion.

Mar 13, 2010 7 PM

(Mar
(Mar 12, 2010 to Mar 14, 2010)
2010)

Ven Oppos Plu

VENUS OPPOSITION PLUTO
INTENSITY: 0
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Pluto brings an
increase of your sensuous vital energies. This means that your
affections will be accentuated during the time of this
astrological aspect. An increase of your personal energy level
in principle is of neutral character, that is to say, neither
harmonious nor disharmonious, since this depends a great deal on
your will. A disharmonious astrological aspect, without a doubt,
could incline you to express that energy in an unbalanced way or
against your natural character. That is to say, your
affectionate energy could have psychological manifestations of a
disharmonious character, such as jealousy, excessive attachment
to your loved one, or trying to impose your whims on your mate
by more or less subtle methods. It is advisable to become aware
of this and to control certain instinctive tendencies that now
could emerge. Remember that happiness in your relationship, the
integration with your loved one, and your personal
accomplishment depends a great deal on the respect you have for
yourself and each other. Avoid capricious, disrespectful or out
of place reactions, and try to amend this kind of conduct and
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extreme attitudes, always cultivating a moderate and balanced
behavior.
Desire is an innate and natural inclination in human beings and,
if it is accompanied by emotions and higher thoughts,
constitutes the basis for greater happiness and personal
development. It is important that the desire always will be an
instrument of the personality, and not the other way around,
since in this case sooner or later dissatisfaction is produced.
Thus, if you allow yourself to be controlled by the instinct of
pleasure, you won't have the ability to relax, to enjoy yourself
and expand the relationship with your mate. Rather, a vacuum
sensation exists upon channeling personal sensuous energies only
toward physical pleasure.
You have to learn to relax, to take your time, and to give your
sensuous appetites a creative impulse, which neither more nor
less is the basis of total sexuality.

Mar 19, 2010 9 PM

(Mar
(Mar 19, 2010 to Mar 20, 2010)
2010)

Ven Oppos Moon

VENUS OPPOSITION MOON
INTENSITY: 0
During the days of this aspect your psychological state probably
will fluctuate from the height of superficial happiness to
extreme melancholia and a sense of isolation. In reality, there
are two kinds of vibrations that prevent you from maintaining an
even course, but are continually tilting from one extreme to the
other. It is advisable to take some time for personal
reflection, thinking about your more recent affectionate or
sentimental experiences, before reacting or acting without
previous contemplation. Now is the time to look deeper into your
real psyche, avoiding at all cost to express your feelings
outwardly without having sufficiently worked out what comes from
within.
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If you are sensitive or affected by the reaction of a relative,
a friend, a loved one or even your mate, above all control your
imagination, otherwise you run the risk of making a mountain out
of a mole hill. Don't evade the situations or people responsible
for your sensitivity, but simply reflect on the real meaning of
that experience and how to respond to it. Either way, after
calming yourself and having reflected you think that your loved
one has made a mistake, it is advisable to outline everything
smoothly and objectively without getting too personal.
You won't go from a feeling of joy to melancholia very easily,
since you are not living in a fairy tale nor in a valley of
tears. Find a balance between your family responsibilities and
your need for entertainment, amuse yourself and relax a while.
If you are involved in a love relationship now, see to it that
it will be as harmonious as possible with your family to avoid
small irritations or sensitivities in the future.

Mar 28, 2010 5 PM

(Mar
(Mar 27, 2010 to Mar 29, 2010)
2010)

Sun Oppos Plu

SUN OPPOSITION PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This aspect symbolizes the possibility of a small irritation or
conflict of little importance in your love relationship. Perhaps
subconsciously something has been growing between you that has
not been dealt with, come to light or outlined in a direct and
respectful way. Now is the time to review possible latent issues
between you, such as jealousy, secret sensitivities or egotistic
attitudes of one with respect to the other. Don't forget that in
love relationships there has to be revitalization from day to
day that should not be neglected, but is advisable to maintain
continual attention and concentration. Learn to share the
achievements that each of you may have accomplished, talk about
the psychological imperfections that still are within you and
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have not yet been surpassed, in fact, summarize your psyche in
an earthly way. It is not the time to conceal anything, but
rather to recognize your own limitations and making goals to
surpass them. Sharing your limitations with your loved one will
help you gain more strength to tackle the task.
You will also notice an increase in your sexual energy during
the time of this astrological aspect, but at given times it
could be expressed abruptly and vacillating. A satisfying sexual
relationship requires self-control, commitment and desire. True
love is accompanied by higher qualities such as the above
mentioned. Don't forget that a sexual relationship is brought
about simultaneously on the physical as well as the emotional
and mental level. The physical vitality must be accompanied by
the feeling of sincerity and intense communication so that the
spark of real love can be produced.
Avoid superior or arrogant attitudes in your love relationship
and practice sincere communication every day. Don't accumulate
anything or keep anything for tomorrow. If you believe that your
mate has failed in some way, first meditate on it and when you
are completely calm, show respect and confidence in your
companion. By continuing this method you will find that a good
quality of communication is established, and the results will be
seen by you alone. It is always preferable to quietly become
aware of the situation before accusing each other without reason
and common sense. Don't allow anything to alter the confidence
in your mate, since this is the basis on which a stable and
fulfilling relationship is sustained. Neither of you are
perfect, and that is what makes your adventure more
interesting.
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Apr 5, 2010

7 AM

(Apr
(Apr 4, 2010 to Apr 6, 2010)
2010)

Sun Oppos Moon

SUN OPPOSITION MOON
INTENSITY: 1
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Moon doesn't have
too much strength, but can be used to amend certain imbalances
in your family relationships. Fundamentally, you tend to go to
opposite extremes and find it hard to stay on the middle ground.
In the first place, at given times you are inclined to be too
individualistic, arrogant and self-sufficient in your family
relationships. You tend to impose your own points of view and do
it in a certain shaky, capricious way according to your
emotional state at the moment in question. In other cases you
will be inclined to the opposite extreme, that is to say, to be
attached and to depend too much on what could be called the
"family warmth". In this case you prefer to depend on the family
unit before venturing out and solving your own problems.
Briefly, it is necessary to learn how to achieve the right
balance concerning your family relationships and emotional
affections, neither trying to be the center of the family, nor
intending that your loved ones solve your problems for you. This
certainly is a difficult road that requires personal security,
self-discipline and self-understanding. It is necessary to give
in order to receive, which is a simple rule and very practical
in regard to family relationships. That is to say, if you are
stronger, you will be able to contribute more to your family,
which also will be strengthened and at the same time will have
more ability to protect you. In other words, the more the family
unit is strengthened, the more your integration will be
strengthened. Increase your personal security, project that
personal security to your family, and you will find that your
family relationships improve notably. In that way you are going
to be admired, understood and taken into account thanks to your
personal securities.
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Apr 12, 2010

(Apr 7, 2010 to Apr 16, 2010)
2010)

Jup Trine Ven

JUPITER TRINE VENUS
INTENSITY: 6
This is a privileged and excellent time for love; if you haven't
found it yet, now could be the moment you have been waiting for.
If you are not involved with anyone, you probably will find the
person that you had idealized previously, but unfortunately had
not been able to find until this time. At some cultural or
social event, or on a trip you may meet someone especially
important to you that will give you new desire for living and
expanding.
If you are engaged already and have decided to get married, this
period can be especially auspicious to do it, since you will
find the social, family and economic support to take that step.
If you are married, it is the ideal time to plan a trip, which
could be a second honey moon, or unaffectedly, it will increase
your level of happiness in your conjugal relationship.
Now you are impelled to enjoy your spare time, the weekend and
periods of vacation with your mate, attending cultural or social
events, practicing creative leisure, and in fact, revitalizing
your energy with vibrant and fresh experiences. You are likely
to meet many new people, have access to wider social circles,
enjoy good meals, beauty, refined sensuous pleasures and
assorted human relationships. All this will produce greater
optimism and happiness in your general position about life; that
is to say, you will see things more positively and that feeling
of inner fulfillment will help you to expand more in your daily
life. It isn't solely the fact that you are going to amuse
yourself more, but you will learn to re-create, that is to say,
to act, think and feel more openly. Thus, the energy you invest
in your work will return on itself, generating greater
motivation and desire to work on what had been proposed.
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Fundamentally, you perceive the positive things in your life,
generating renewed mental and psychic waves, expansion, idealism
and "fascination" with life.
This astrological aspect also increases your personal vitality,
and your sensuous capacity will be especially energized. It will
be very important to you to surround the event of love with
details of good taste, harmony and aesthetics. You are
confirming that good taste is fundamental in the development of
superior love, the same is true with art. It is not only
important to have a clear idea to express art, but also to know
how to express it defined, inspirational and in the right form.
The same is true with love, where the feelings are fundamental,
just like the ways and the environment in which it is
expressed.

Apr 16, 2010 2 PM

(Apr
(Apr 15, 2010 to Apr 17, 2010)
2010)

Ven Oppos Ven

VENUS OPPOSITION VENUS
INTENSITY: 0
During this short time of the disharmonious aspect of transiting
Venus to Venus your feelings will be intense, but certainly a
bit superfluous. It is important to care about forms but,
obviously, love cannot be sustained only by extraneous details,
more or less fancy gestures, gifts or painstaking care of the
personal image. We have to understand, be connected and
establish firm bridges between two individuals that by nature
are different.
If you are in a period of courtship, don't think that by simply
maintaining an apparently harmonious, fun and happy keynote
during this phase guarantees that the future relationship will
endure in time. There has to be a fundamental understanding
between you, and not only the illusion of having a good time,
going dancing or enjoying yourselves with friends.
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Equally, if you are in a stable relationship such as marriage,
you will be enthused to enjoy yourself, to relax, squander your
energy and indulge in intensive leisure, all of which could lead
to a certain vacuum sensation upon recapturing your daily
responsibilities. You have to find a way to use your spare time
for the most creative leisure, for example culture, sports, deep
communication with your mate or, simply, seeking the most remote
intimacy from the mundane noise.
Obviously, the dynamics of a holiday or spree could be a release
of energy after a phase of stress. However, this is not the
standard ideal for channeling your free time. Procure to plan
the details for some activities with your mate for the weekend
or your vacation.
As a rule, it is advisable to moderate your sensuous
manifestations and to remember that in love it is not
advantageous "to be impatient and expect things to happen" in
two or three days. If you are especially euphoric or want things
to go well, temper your spirits and extend the moments, and you
will find that even when everything is going along well one must
have serenity. It is necessary to be relaxed in order to enjoy
things and people. If there is too much excitement, the instants
and experiences rendered are volatile, passing and not
satisfying.

Apr 19, 2010 8 AM

(Apr
(Apr 16, 2010 to Apr 22, 2010)
2010)

Mars Sxtil Plu

MARS SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious aspect of transiting Mars to Pluto generates an
increase of your sexual and vital energy. Sexual energy is bound
to self-confidence, which increases your total energy and
personal magnetism during this period. It is a good time to
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deepen the interrelationship that exists between managing sexual
energy and total vital energy. Sexual energy is a manifestation
of total vital energy, and when sexual energy is used
adequately, vital energy is increased. If you now have a
satisfying sexual life you will observes that your personal
energy will increase. Briefly, real sexuality does not consist
of squandering your own energy, but exchanging it in an act in
which psychological penetration, confidence and understanding
with your mate exists. Thus, when mutual confidence and respect
exists, sexual energy is exchanged and not wasted or worn. That
is to say, this kind of relationship doesn't squander vital
energy, but exactly the opposite, since each partner is more
revitalized through the act of making love.
If you project this psychic energy toward someone you love and
have full confidence in him/her, then that energy is
strengthened, exalted and sublimated. In that way, your
increased vital energy will allow you to have a clearer
conscience.
It is very important for you to have an active sexual or
physical relationship now, but also consider that it is
essential to have psychological understanding with your mate as
well as self-realization. You want to devote long periods of
time to intense communication with your companion, since you
have a need to exchange experiences, share your life together,
poll your every day life, understand him/her better
psychologically as well as to understand yourself better and, in
fact, to perfect yourself.
Obviously self-realization is something personal, but it can be
accelerated and intensified when each partner is committed to
conscientiously improve his/her personality and impels the other
to self-understanding. This is what designates real "sexual
alchemy", according to which the sexual process is something
that occurs on three different levels: physical, emotional and
mental. This is the real concept of sexuality, the word derived
from "six", that is to say, physical - emotional - mental of the
man added to the physical - emotional - mental of the woman. A
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real sexual contact is produced on those three levels, and this
is a good astrological aspect to begin understanding that kind
of living together.

May 1, 2010

3 PM

(Apr
(Apr 30, 2010 to May 2, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Plu

VENUS TRINE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This
it's
your
with
that

astrological aspect lasts only a few days, but on occasion
effect can be felt in a palpable way. Your sensuality and
ability to love are increased now, making you more intense
greater depth and creative energy. It is a personal cycle
can serve you to intensively fuse with your mate.

If you currently are not involved with anyone, use this period
to become aware of your creative potential and get to known
yourself better. Your personal security will attract the
opposite sex, and there is a possibility of someone becoming
interested in you. In this case, try to be selective at the time
of choosing a companion, since it is preferable to be alone
rather than making the wrong choice. Remember that nobody is
pushing you to get a mate quickly. Without a doubt, it can be
said that quality is worth more than quantity. If you pass this
short and intensive cycle in solitary, become fully aware of
yourself as an independent and creative individual.
A harmonious aspect of Venus to Pluto is a small step toward
ascending the height of sexual alchemy, which is based on the
progressive increase of sexual energy as well as control over
it. Uncontrolled sexuality is precisely the opposite of
happiness and fulfillment in the relationship of a couple. On
the other hand, high and conscious sexuality inclines to
personal self-realization and complete satisfaction in the
relationship.
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It is a good time to live, study and practice total integration
in your affectionate relationship, where the body, the psyche
and the mind collaborate toward the same end: fusion, and as a
result evolution. Enjoy yourself intensely and become aware of
each instant, since true love is bound to the full awareness of
each act, each gesture, each feeling and each thought.

May 7, 2010

9 PM

(May
(May 7, 2010 to May 8, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Moon

VENUS TRINE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
A harmonious aspect between Venus and Moon indicates the
escalation of your personal romanticism. Your imagination is
intensified now, especially, since your surroundings provide a
stimuli and small daily events that make you agreeable and
merry. In this respect, you could receive a gift, a call, have a
special meaningful encounter, or simply will observe that some
of your loved ones respond to you in a vibrant, cozy and warm
way. During this short period of time, there is harmony between
your need to be open, amused and loved on one hand, and your
family responsibilities or relationship to your parents on the
other hand. Thus, if you are involved in a love relationship
now, you will find that the interrelationship will be more and
better accepted by your family.
Everything mentioned, without a doubt, will bring greater inner
emotional balance and promote some very important and
satisfactory relationships with people of your emotional and
family environment. You are especially receptive to the feelings
and emotional states of other people, which increases your
capacity of intense psychic communication with your loved ones
or those you protect.
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Your feelings are fine and pure now, and at the same time you
will want contact with beauty, amusement, aesthetics and art as
way of releasing your creative inspiration.
During the time of this aspect it is advisable to acquire a
greater vision of the positive elements that sentimentally are
forming part of your life; thus, if you give inner thanks for
the good things happening to you, it is very probable that they
are expanded and magnified. Don't concentrate on things you lack
or would like to possess emotionally, it would be preferable to
put your psyche on positive things and what is good for your
family and sentimental relationships. In some way, perfection in
human relationships is impossible.

May 8, 2010

8 AM

(May
(May 6, 2010 to May 10, 2010)
2010)

Mars Sxtil Moon

MARS SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious astrological aspect energizes your emotions.
That is to say, you will feel more competent to express your
mental and emotional states in an open way, which causes you to
be more direct and spontaneous in your sentimental relationships
and, especially, with your family. If you usually are shy, it is
a good time to exercise emotional advantage, self-confidence and
direct expression of your emotional states.
As a rule, you will be more inclined to define circumstances, to
participate actively, to decide and take part in family
problems. In other words, you will prefer to take part in family
decisions, and in that way try to improve conditions in your
family, or solve problems that have been delayed or stagnant for
some time. You never will avoid your part of responsibility that
touches the dynamics of your family.
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You now will be more sure of yourself psychologically, and what
is very important, you are not attached to or stopped by people
in your family environment. You prefer to devote part of your
energies, your time and your effort to improve the dynamics of
your family, have family gatherings from time to time to talk
over your problems, or simply to pass the time. Thus, your
personal self-esteem is increased, making you a very useful
person prejudiced toward evolution and change, which will not
bring states of emotional susceptibility or evasion. You prefer
to sweeten the circumstances with motivation, facts, and fruit,
rather than to attempt to adorn them, to defer them, or simply
to delay them.
Sincerity and spontaneity in your emotional manifestations are
essential for you now. You prefer to vent any possible
resentment, hurt feelings or misunderstandings immediately. If
there is something that concerns you or that doesn't seem right
in your emotional relationships, you will try to clear the air
quickly and without any dubiousness.
Briefly, you are going to express yourself with clear, direct
and defined emotions, knowing how to combine your personal
freedom with your responsibility toward your family or loved
ones. All in all, it will be a phase in which your emotional and
psychic experiences will be enriched, conscious, filled with
life and very vital.

May 10, 2010 8 AM

(May
(May 9, 2010 to May 11, 2010)
2010)

Sun Oppos Ven

SUN OPPOSITION VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Venus
increase in your sensuous vital energy, which can
certain excesses. For example, you now could feel
for amusement and expansion, and may even want to

brings an
incline you to
a great desire
escape from
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your daily grind going to a dance with your mate, dining out,
going to a club, or preparing an exceptional weekend. Obviously,
there is nothing wrong with it in general, unless these kind of
activities are carried to excess. It isn't so much the fact of
wanting to live well, but rather to control yourself and stay
within your means. If you are not careful, the following weeks
could be a narrow squeeze of money, since you over spent on
details, gifts or outings to such a degree that you actually are
left without anything in the budget for the rest of the month.
Don't give so much importance to the size or quantity of your
entertainments, since a simple gift in a given moment can have
great sentimental value.
Avoid an egocentric, superior and arrogant attitude toward your
mate. Perhaps now you are very proud of something you have
obtained on a social or professional level, or even are proud of
your own companion, but you should never have a capricious or
egocentric attitude. Learn to control your abundant energy and
you will find that with simplicity, sincerity and nobility big
improvements are brought about in your partnership. Learn to
speak but also listen, give advice and also think about the
advice given to you, in fact, learn to find the right balance
between you and your loved one. Neither of you should impose
your points of view on the other, but share the decisions and
enjoy the responsibilities that both of you have every day.
Don't ever think that you are going faster than your companion,
since it is necessary that both of you go hand in hand, jointly
experiencing the new encounters that are opened to you each day.
At this time you may also be especially proud of your mate and
may want to show him/her off socially so that everyone can see
that you are the "perfect couple". Although this is not negative
in general, it isn't bad either to be unnoticed from time to
time and to intermingle with others without creating so much
attention. It may boost your ego when others remark about you,
but it also has it's disadvantages since, whether you like it or
not, there always will be a certain amount of criticism.
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May 17, 2010 1 PM

(May
(May 15, 2010 to May 19, 2010)
2010)

Mars Sqr Ven

MARS SQUARE VENUS
INTENSITY: 3
This astrological aspect increases your sensuous and
affectionate energy. Thus, you will be impelled to express your
emotions spontaneously, direct and on occasions a bit sharp. In
love it is not only necessary to want much, but also to want
well, therefore it is recommendable to moderate and soothe your
emotional reactions. Don't forget that in the relationship of a
couple the aesthetic details, refinement and good taste is also
important. Declare your love for your companion in a sweet,
respectful and comprehensive way, as too much passion could
bring jealousy. Passionate love is one thing and another very
different thing is loving passionately, and it is necessary to
establish a boundary between one and the other. Not going
directly to the point will be a little more romantic, gallant,
amiable and genteel.
If you are not involved with anyone, this could be a time when
you are enamoured quickly and may approach someone that is
attractive to you, but you may do it in a daring or untimely
way. If you don't moderate your impulse, it is very probable
that you may be rejected, since others will see you a bit sharp
or discourteous.
Avoid egocentric attitudes and learn to share your decisions
with your mate, as you now tend to act on your own without
consulting your loved one beforehand. Your companion could be
annoyed, because you are speeding up the pace too much in
matters that actually relate to both of you. Thus, there could
be a case in which you launched some initiative without having
counted on him/her sufficiently. And as a consequence, your
companion may be burdened with part of the work for which you
are responsible. Therefore both of you should jointly plan the
next steps you are going to take, which should not be seen as a
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loss of your own decisive capacity. Rather, exactly the
opposite, since deciding jointly will suppose greater wisdom at
the time of carrying out your plan of action. Your mate will
help you to be more moderate, balanced and equitable, which,
without a doubt, will increase your possibilities of success.
This conciliation of objectives between both of you will make
you happier as a couple and, at the same time, each of you will
be more successful in your family, profession and, as a rule, in
the every day world.

May 26, 2010 2 PM

(May
(May 25, 2010 to May 27, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Plu

VENUS SQUARE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Pluto brings an
increase of your sensuous vital energies. This means that your
affections will be accentuated during the time of this
astrological aspect. An increase of your personal energy level
in principle is of neutral character, that is to say, neither
harmonious nor disharmonious, since this depends a great deal on
your will. A disharmonious astrological aspect, without a doubt,
could incline you to express that energy in an unbalanced way or
against your natural character. That is to say, your
affectionate energy could have psychological manifestations of a
disharmonious character, such as jealousy, excessive attachment
to your loved one, or trying to impose your whims on your mate
by more or less subtle methods. It is advisable to become aware
of this and to control certain instinctive tendencies that now
could emerge. Remember that happiness in your relationship, the
integration with your loved one, and your personal
accomplishment depends a great deal on the respect you have for
yourself and each other. Avoid capricious, disrespectful or out
of place reactions, and try to amend this kind of conduct and
extreme attitudes, always cultivating a moderate and balanced
behavior.
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Desire is an innate and natural inclination in human beings and,
if it is accompanied by emotions and higher thoughts,
constitutes the basis for greater happiness and personal
development. It is important that the desire always will be an
instrument of the personality, and not the other way around,
since in this case sooner or later dissatisfaction is produced.
Thus, if you allow yourself to be controlled by the instinct of
pleasure, you won't have the ability to relax, to enjoy yourself
and expand the relationship with your mate. Rather, a vacuum
sensation exists upon channeling personal sensuous energies only
toward physical pleasure.
You have to learn to relax, to take your time, and to give your
sensuous appetites a creative impulse, which neither more nor
less is the basis of total sexuality.

May 29, 2010 9 AM

(May
(May 28, 2010 to May 30, 2010)
2010)

Sun Trine Plu

SUN TRINE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 2
At this time your sexuality and total vital energy will be
revitalized and must be released through a creative exchange.
You will be fully aware of the effect of love and of each
instant in the interrelationship with your partner. Moments like
this cannot be repeated and, without a doubt, constitute a great
opportunity to develop and improve your own psychological
qualities. Sexuality is not only a release of energy, but to
understand yourself through exchange with the other. The act of
love is an event of self-understanding and personal
self-realization.
This is a good time to openly express your feelings so that you
will be totally sincere with yourself and with your loved one.
Sharing is being open to new realities, and opening up is
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necessary for a confident and respectful environment. Putting
these qualities into practice will prove that boredom and
monotony do not exist in real love. There always is something
new to experience, to communicate and to put into practice.
Sexuality should not wear out your energy, but release, expand,
revitalize and recover your personal strength. This is a good
way of finding out if the relationship works correctly, since
"nothing is created, nothing is destroyed and all is
transformed". Thus, the integral act of love must result in the
revitalization of both partners on the physical as well as the
emotional and mental levels. As a rule, when someone is tired,
it is because you are not achieving an energy circuit adapted to
the environment. On the other hand, when someone is revitalized,
it is because you readily tune into others, and in this case,
your partner.
Talk about your improvements since you were together, comment on
the psychological deficiencies you have surpassed, and bring to
light those that still need a bit of polishing. This sincere
exchange produces great results and deepens your level of
communication.

June 1, 2010 10 PM

(June
(June 1, 2010 to June 2, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Moon

VENUS SQUARE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
During the days of this aspect your psychological state probably
will fluctuate from the height of superficial happiness to
extreme melancholia and a sense of isolation. In reality, there
are two kinds of vibrations that prevent you from maintaining an
even course, but are continually tilting from one extreme to the
other. It is advisable to take some time for personal
reflection, thinking about your more recent affectionate or
sentimental experiences, before reacting or acting without
previous contemplation. Now is the time to look deeper into your
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real psyche, avoiding at all cost to express your feelings
outwardly without having sufficiently worked out what comes from
within.
If you are sensitive or affected by the reaction of a relative,
a friend, a loved one or even your mate, above all control your
imagination, otherwise you run the risk of making a mountain out
of a mole hill. Don't evade the situations or people responsible
for your sensitivity, but simply reflect on the real meaning of
that experience and how to respond to it. Either way, after
calming yourself and having reflected you think that your loved
one has made a mistake, it is advisable to outline everything
smoothly and objectively without getting too personal.
You won't go from a feeling of joy to melancholia very easily,
since you are not living in a fairy tale nor in a valley of
tears. Find a balance between your family responsibilities and
your need for entertainment, amuse yourself and relax a while.
If you are involved in a love relationship now, see to it that
it will be as harmonious as possible with your family to avoid
small irritations or sensitivities in the future.

June 5, 2010 10 AM

(June
(June 4, 2010 to June 6, 2010)
2010)

Ven Trine Ven

VENUS TRINE VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
A harmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Venus brings
expansion of love, that is to say, you will be able to better
understand your loved one. Your inner feelings are finer, higher
and less egotistical, and you are more tolerant toward other
people. Your sensuality is accentuated and you could have an
especially happy and satisfying experience at this time.
Fundamentally, it constitutes a "confirmation" of love, since,
if the selection of your mate has been right, you now are going
to obtain sufficient proof about your selection. Thus, you will
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note that the other person actually wants you and needs you,
which, without a doubt, will generate a juvenile and refreshing
sensation in you.
Obviously, this is not an astrological aspect of great strength
that coincides with one or two details that are consciously
noticeable -evidently one must wait for big events. Above all,
it means enjoying what you have and coming a step closer toward
the harmonization between you and your loved one. Express your
love with naturalness and you will find that this simple act
will rebound immediately. Be guided more or less by the fact
that "when you give you shall receive". Express your love subtly
and make use of aesthetic details of beautiful character, as the
Venusian vibration is related to art, harmony, good taste and
the right mood, all of which improve and extol the act of love.
Enjoy any moment of happiness that you could have now and you
will see that happiness attracts happiness and what is high is
integrated with the high. Understand, live and experience love
as something that is simultaneously produced on several levels,
that is to say, in the physical dominance as well as the
emotional, mental and spiritual. The more global and total your
idea and vivacity of love will be, the greater the importance of
the experiences in your life will be.

June 6, 2010 5 AM

(June
(June 5, 2010 to June 7, 2010)
2010)

Sun Trine Moon

SUN TRINE MOON
INTENSITY: 2
This is a good time to strengthen family relationships and the
ties with your loved ones. During this period you see things
more from an emotional point of view and your psyche now is able
to surpass the susceptibilities, including those bound to family
situations of the past. This is an auspicious time to be
sincere, noble and open with the people most dear to you. It is
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well known that family relationships rarely are a bed of roses,
since generally always one thorn or another emerges. Precisely,
this astrological aspect can motivate you to approach and be
reconciled with someone, with whom you previously had certain
tension. This aspect almost guarantees success, since you are
now above misunderstandings and mistakes of the past.
If you are married or have children, it is a good time to
guarantee your personal individual integration with your family
environment, living the fact that "the personal path of
evolution starts in the family". You see that by emitting noble
energies, the energies returned to you are also of high and
protective character. It is a good time to try and make your
household a bright spot, full of warmth, conscience and
protection. At least, at this time it is very clear to you that
even attempting it is worth the trouble, and that success can be
achieved with a little effort.
You are sure of your feelings and the fondness of your loved
ones, and because of this, deeply impress the people you love.
It is neither more nor less than what is visible, and what is
real, noble and high always grows and fructifies. In this case,
you plant the seeds of delivery, sacrifice and nobility, and the
fruit thereafter will be creative and full of deep emotional
experiences. That is to say, if you show your emotions openly to
your loved ones, your fondest dreams will be fulfilled, since
they will reciprocate in the same way.
This aspect is of short duration and doesn't have too much
strength, though it can be potent if it is used in a conscious
way.
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June 21, 2010 2 AM

(June
(June 20, 2010 to June 22, 2010)

Ven Sxtil Plu

VENUS SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 0
This
it's
your
with
that

astrological aspect lasts only a few days, but on occasion
effect can be felt in a palpable way. Your sensuality and
ability to love are increased now, making you more intense
greater depth and creative energy. It is a personal cycle
can serve you to intensively fuse with your mate.

If you currently are not involved with anyone, use this period
to become aware of your creative potential and get to known
yourself better. Your personal security will attract the
opposite sex, and there is a possibility of someone becoming
interested in you. In this case, try to be selective at the time
of choosing a companion, since it is preferable to be alone
rather than making the wrong choice. Remember that nobody is
pushing you to get a mate quickly. Without a doubt, it can be
said that quality is worth more than quantity. If you pass this
short and intensive cycle in solitary, become fully aware of
yourself as an independent and creative individual.
A harmonious aspect of Venus to Pluto is a small step toward
ascending the height of sexual alchemy, which is based on the
progressive increase of sexual energy as well as control over
it. Uncontrolled sexuality is precisely the opposite of
happiness and fulfillment in the relationship of a couple. On
the other hand, high and conscious sexuality inclines to
personal self-realization and complete satisfaction in the
relationship.
It is a good time to live, study and practice total integration
in your affectionate relationship, where the body, the psyche
and the mind collaborate toward the same end: fusion, and as a
result evolution. Enjoy yourself intensely and become aware of
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each instant, since true love is bound to the full awareness of
each act, each gesture, each feeling and each thought.

June 27, 2010 2 PM (June 26, 2010 to June 28, 2010)

Ven Sxtil Moon

VENUS SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 0
A harmonious aspect between Venus and Moon indicates the
escalation of your personal romanticism. Your imagination is
intensified now, especially, since your surroundings provide a
stimuli and small daily events that make you agreeable and
merry. In this respect, you could receive a gift, a call, have a
special meaningful encounter, or simply will observe that some
of your loved ones respond to you in a vibrant, cozy and warm
way. During this short period of time, there is harmony between
your need to be open, amused and loved on one hand, and your
family responsibilities or relationship to your parents on the
other hand. Thus, if you are involved in a love relationship
now, you will find that the interrelationship will be more and
better accepted by your family.
Everything mentioned, without a doubt, will bring greater inner
emotional balance and promote some very important and
satisfactory relationships with people of your emotional and
family environment. You are especially receptive to the feelings
and emotional states of other people, which increases your
capacity of intense psychic communication with your loved ones
or those you protect.
Your feelings are fine and pure now, and at the same time you
will want contact with beauty, amusement, aesthetics and art as
way of releasing your creative inspiration.
During the time of this aspect it is advisable to acquire a
greater vision of the positive elements that sentimentally are
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forming part of your life; thus, if you give inner thanks for
the good things happening to you, it is very probable that they
are expanded and magnified. Don't concentrate on things you lack
or would like to possess emotionally, it would be preferable to
put your psyche on positive things and what is good for your
family and sentimental relationships. In some way, perfection in
human relationships is impossible.

June 29, 2010 6 PM

(June
(June 28, 2010 to June 30, 2010)
2010)

Sun Sqr Plu

SUN SQUARE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 2
This aspect symbolizes the possibility of a small irritation or
conflict of little importance in your love relationship. Perhaps
subconsciously something has been growing between you that has
not been dealt with, come to light or outlined in a direct and
respectful way. Now is the time to review possible latent issues
between you, such as jealousy, secret sensitivities or egotistic
attitudes of one with respect to the other. Don't forget that in
love relationships there has to be revitalization from day to
day that should not be neglected, but is advisable to maintain
continual attention and concentration. Learn to share the
achievements that each of you may have accomplished, talk about
the psychological imperfections that still are within you and
have not yet been surpassed, in fact, summarize your psyche in
an earthly way. It is not the time to conceal anything, but
rather to recognize your own limitations and making goals to
surpass them. Sharing your limitations with your loved one will
help you gain more strength to tackle the task.
You will also notice an increase in your sexual energy during
the time of this astrological aspect, but at given times it
could be expressed abruptly and vacillating. A satisfying sexual
relationship requires self-control, commitment and desire. True
love is accompanied by higher qualities such as the above
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mentioned. Don't forget that a sexual relationship is brought
about simultaneously on the physical as well as the emotional
and mental level. The physical vitality must be accompanied by
the feeling of sincerity and intense communication so that the
spark of real love can be produced.
Avoid superior or arrogant attitudes in your love relationship
and practice sincere communication every day. Don't accumulate
anything or keep anything for tomorrow. If you believe that your
mate has failed in some way, first meditate on it and when you
are completely calm, show respect and confidence in your
companion. By continuing this method you will find that a good
quality of communication is established, and the results will be
seen by you alone. It is always preferable to quietly become
aware of the situation before accusing each other without reason
and common sense. Don't allow anything to alter the confidence
in your mate, since this is the basis on which a stable and
fulfilling relationship is sustained. Neither of you are
perfect, and that is what makes your adventure more
interesting.

July 1, 2010 6 AM

(June
(June 30, 2010 to July 2, 2010)
2010)

Ven Sqr Ven

VENUS SQUARE VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
During this short time of the disharmonious aspect of transiting
Venus to Venus your feelings will be intense, but certainly a
bit superfluous. It is important to care about forms but,
obviously, love cannot be sustained only by extraneous details,
more or less fancy gestures, gifts or painstaking care of the
personal image. We have to understand, be connected and
establish firm bridges between two individuals that by nature
are different.
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If you are in a period of courtship, don't think that by simply
maintaining an apparently harmonious, fun and happy keynote
during this phase guarantees that the future relationship will
endure in time. There has to be a fundamental understanding
between you, and not only the illusion of having a good time,
going dancing or enjoying yourselves with friends.
Equally, if you are in a stable relationship such as marriage,
you will be enthused to enjoy yourself, to relax, squander your
energy and indulge in intensive leisure, all of which could lead
to a certain vacuum sensation upon recapturing your daily
responsibilities. You have to find a way to use your spare time
for the most creative leisure, for example culture, sports, deep
communication with your mate or, simply, seeking the most remote
intimacy from the mundane noise.
Obviously, the dynamics of a holiday or spree could be a release
of energy after a phase of stress. However, this is not the
standard ideal for channeling your free time. Procure to plan
the details for some activities with your mate for the weekend
or your vacation.
As a rule, it is advisable to moderate your sensuous manifestations
and to remember that in love it is not advantageous "to be impatient
and expect things to happen" in two or three days. If you are
especially euphoric or want things to go well, temper your spirits
and extend the moments, and you will find that even when everything
is going along well one must have serenity. It is necessary to be
relaxed in order to enjoy things and people. If there is too much
excitement, the instants and experiences rendered are volatile,
passing and not satisfying.

July 7, 2010

4 PM

(July
(July 6, 2010 to July 8, 2010)

Sun Sqr Moon

SUN SQUARE MOON
INTENSITY: 2
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A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Moon doesn't have
too much strength, but can be used to amend certain imbalances
in your family relationships. Fundamentally, you tend to go to
opposite extremes and find it hard to stay on the middle ground.
In the first place, at given times you are inclined to be too
individualistic, arrogant and self-sufficient in your family
relationships. You tend to impose your own points of view and do
it in a certain shaky, capricious way according to your
emotional state at the moment in question. In other cases you
will be inclined to the opposite extreme, that is to say, to be
attached and to depend too much on what could be called the
"family warmth". In this case you prefer to depend on the family
unit before venturing out and solving your own problems.
Briefly, it is necessary to learn how to achieve the right
balance concerning your family relationships and emotional
affections, neither trying to be the center of the family, nor
intending that your loved ones solve your problems for you. This
certainly is a difficult road that requires personal security,
self-discipline and self-understanding. It is necessary to give
in order to receive, which is a simple rule and very practical
in regard to family relationships. That is to say, if you are
stronger, you will be able to contribute more to your family,
which also will be strengthened and at the same time will have
more ability to protect you. In other words, the more the family
unit is strengthened, the more your integration will be
strengthened. Increase your personal security, project that
personal security to your family, and you will find that your
family relationships improve notably. In that way you are going
to be admired, understood and taken into account thanks to your
personal securities.

July 12, 2010

12 AM

(July
(July 10, 2010 to July 13, 2010) Sun Trine Ven

SUN TRINE VENUS
INTENSITY: 2
During the time of this harmonious aspect of transiting Sun to
Venus your sensuous and affectionate feelings will be
accentuated, that is to say, will be expressed clearly; without
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shyness, disguise or any complex. You now are sure of your
feelings and need to revitalize them by sharing them openly with
your mate. There is a better understanding between you and your
loved one, since you experience that through your love
relationship your own personal limits are transcended.
If you are in love with someone and up until now have not
expressed your feelings, it probably would be a good time to do
it, provided that you are sure and know for certain that your
selection is right. If you already have someone or are married,
use this chance to reaffirm your love for them, since that
revitalizes the feelings for both of you.
What makes your love relationship more attractive now is that
you are sure within yourself, which is not being attached or
dependent on your mate, or searching for energies that you may
lack; on the contrary, you radiate energy and want to share it
with the person you love.
There is a possibility of making a good social contact, or
entering a higher circle thanks to the prestige of your mate or
partner. The harmonious influence of the Sun can bring a small
social rise or personal prestige in your life, to a degree
thanks to the harmonious influence you are having and in that
sense your companion.

July 12, 2010 6 PM

(July
(July 11, 2010 to July 14, 2010)

Mars Sxtil Ven

MARS SEXTILE VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
A harmonious aspect of transiting Mars to Venus activates your
emotional, sensuous and affectionate energy. The relationship to
your mate will be especially vital. You may want to expand,
enjoy, entertain and intensify your emotional communication. In
general, you will feel more sure of expressing your emotions and
addressing your relationship to your mate. Thus, the decisions
you make will be supported and applauded by your companion,
provided that you outline them in an agreeable, exonerating and
balanced way. Take the good advice of your loved one now. Upon
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making decisions jointly you will benefit in all kinds of
activities, such as professional, economic or of any other
nature. Your mate will tend to moderate, calm down, balance and
perfect the ideas and initiatives that now are buzzing around in
your head. This daily sincere exchange at the time of making
decisions will enormously strengthen the confidence between both
of you. Everything will be going along well and you will prove
that as a couple you are very capable of resolving matters of
great importance as well as daily things.
Sensually, you now tend to be very passionate, spontaneous and
ardent in the manifestation of your emotions, which will
increase the level of energy exchange between you and your
companion. This generates greater inner security in you as well
as your partner and greater ability to contend with the daily
circumstances. Furthermore, as time goes on you will know how to
better combine the responsibilities that each of you have from
day to day, on one hand, and times of leisure and expansion, on
the other hand.
Briefly, you are likely to have new and intensive experiences in
relationship to your mate, which will give you opportunities to
develop delivery, intensity, sacrifice and nobility. It is very
probable that you now crave fresh air, a trip or sports activity
with your companion to create the feeling of being immersed in
an adventurous environment. Without a doubt, the greatest
adventure you will have together is that of your own life, since
sharing determination, projects, ideals and accomplishments will
bring vibrant and emotional experiences that you will remember
forever. You will also have opportunities for creative leisures,
enjoying new surroundings, and very fulfilling periods, weekends
or a vacation for both of you.

July 28, 2010 5 AM

(July
(July 27, 2010 to July 29, 2010)

Ven Sxtil Ven

VENUS SEXTILE VENUS
INTENSITY: 0
A harmonious aspect of transiting Venus to Venus brings
expansion of love, that is to say, you will be able to better
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understand your loved one. Your inner feelings are finer, higher
and less egotistical, and you are more tolerant toward other
people. Your sensuality is accentuated and you could have an
especially happy and satisfying experience at this time.
Fundamentally, it constitutes a "confirmation" of love, since,
if the selection of your mate has been right, you now are going
to obtain sufficient proof about your selection. Thus, you will
note that the other person actually wants you and needs you,
which, without a doubt, will generate a juvenile and refreshing
sensation in you.
Obviously, this is not an astrological aspect of great strength
that coincides with one or two details that are consciously
noticeable -evidently one must wait for big events. Above all,
it means enjoying what you have and coming a step closer toward
the harmonization between you and your loved one. Express your
love with naturalness and you will find that this simple act
will rebound immediately. Be guided more or less by the fact
that "when you give you shall receive". Express your love subtly
and make use of aesthetic details of beautiful character, as the
Venusian vibration is related to art, harmony, good taste and
the right mood, all of which improve and extol the act of love.
Enjoy any moment of happiness that you could have now and you
will see that happiness attracts happiness and what is high is
integrated with the high. Understand, live and experience love
as something that is simultaneously produced on several levels,
that is to say, in the physical dominance as well as the
emotional, mental and spiritual. The more global and total your
idea and vivacity of love will be, the greater the importance of
the experiences in your life will be.

July 31, 2010 5 AM

(July
(July 30, 2010 to Aug 1, 2010)

Sun Sxtil Plu

SUN SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 0
At this time your sexuality and total vital energy will be
revitalized and must be released through a creative exchange.
You will be fully aware of the effect of love and of each
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instant in the interrelationship with your partner. Moments like
this cannot be repeated and, without a doubt, constitute a great
opportunity to develop and improve your own psychological
qualities. Sexuality is not only a release of energy, but to
understand yourself through exchange with the other. The act of
love is an event of self-understanding and personal
self-realization.
This is a good time to openly express your feelings so that you
will be totally sincere with yourself and with your loved one.
Sharing is being open to new realities, and opening up is
necessary for a confident and respectful environment. Putting
these qualities into practice will prove that boredom and
monotony do not exist in real love. There always is something
new to experience, to communicate and to put into practice.
Sexuality should not wear out your energy, but release, expand,
revitalize and recover your personal strength. This is a good
way of finding out if the relationship works correctly, since
"nothing is created, nothing is destroyed and all is
transformed". Thus, the integral act of love must result in the
revitalization of both partners on the physical as well as the
emotional and mental levels. As a rule, when someone is tired,
it is because you are not achieving an energy circuit adapted to
the environment. On the other hand, when someone is revitalized,
it is because you readily tune into others, and in this case,
your partner.
Talk about your improvements since you were together, comment on
the psychological deficiencies you have surpassed, and bring to
light those that still need a bit of polishing. This sincere
exchange produces great results and deepens your level of
communication.

Aug 8, 2010

1 AM

(Aug
(Aug 7, 2010 to Aug 9, 2010)

Sun Sxtil Moon

SUN SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 0
This is a good time to strengthen family relationships and the
ties with your loved ones. During this period you see things
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more from an emotional point of view and your psyche now is able
to surpass the susceptibilities, including those bound to family
situations of the past. This is an auspicious time to be
sincere, noble and open with the people most dear to you. It is
well known that family relationships rarely are a bed of roses,
since generally always one thorn or another emerges. Precisely,
this astrological aspect can motivate you to approach and be
reconciled with someone, with whom you previously had certain
tension. This aspect almost guarantees success, since you are
now above misunderstandings and mistakes of the past.
If you are married or have children, it is a good time to
guarantee your personal individual integration with your family
environment, living the fact that "the personal path of
evolution starts in the family". You see that by emitting noble
energies, the energies returned to you are also of high and
protective character. It is a good time to try and make your
household a bright spot, full of warmth, conscience and
protection. At least, at this time it is very clear to you that
even attempting it is worth the trouble, and that success can be
achieved with a little effort.
You are sure of your feelings and the fondness of your loved
ones, and because of this, deeply impress the people you love.
It is neither more nor less than what is visible, and what is
real, noble and high always grows and fructifies. In this case,
you plant the seeds of delivery, sacrifice and nobility, and the
fruit thereafter will be creative and full of deep emotional
experiences. That is to say, if you show your emotions openly to
your loved ones, your fondest dreams will be fulfilled, since
they will reciprocate in the same way.
This aspect is of short duration and doesn't have too much
strength, though it can be potent if it is used in a conscious
way.
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Aug 11, 2010 11 PM

(Aug
(Aug 10, 2010 to Aug 13, 2010)
2010)

Mars Conj Plu

MARS CONJUNCT PLUTO
INTENSITY: 3
A conjunction of transiting Mars to Pluto increases your vital
energy. Sexual energy is one of the manifestations of total
vital energy of the human being, and there is a direct
relationship between the level of one person and another. Now is
the time to become aware of your feelings, desires and
sensations of sensual character, so you will be able to give the
right, adequate and creative outlet to those impulses.
Understand that being together sexually is an experience that
takes shape on three different levels (physical, emotional and
mental). Thus, the word sexuality is derived from the root sex
(six), referring to the sum of physical - emotional - mental of
the man and physical - emotional - mental of the woman. Real
sexuality is a process that occurs simultaneously on those three
levels and should energize the physical as well as the emotional
and mental energy.
If a small annoyance or conflict with your mate emerges now,
don't wait until later to clear the air, since everything could
be exaggerated when things are accumulated. Don't hold your
susceptibilities or resentments inside, it is preferable to vent
small irritation from day to day. It is important to understand
that real sexuality implies a change or progressive
transformation of each partner. Thus, it is normal that small
crisis will emerge, but if these are taken as an opportunity to
improve oneself, such tests will be a springboard toward future
experiences that are expanded and happier. Superior sexuality
requires resigning certain disharmonious aspects of the ego,
that is to say, those facets of yourself that actually can hurt
you. Thus, if you are zealous, now is a good time to file these
edges of your character. A deep relationship of a couple compels
and motivates personal change, since you are letting go of a
series of small vices or attachments that not only prejudice at
an individual level, but impair the affectionate relationship as
well.
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You need to be comprehensive, sensitive, respectful and
communicative with your mate now. If you think that your loved
one has offended you in some way, irritated you or has hurt your
feelings, don't dramatize things and clear things up right away.
It is preferable to let your feelings flow continually, without
being attached to the mistakes of the past and without holding
on to the susceptibilities of the present. It is necessary to
transcend, to have confidence in your loved one, and to observe
as well as being observed. See love as something simple and
don't complicate things simply by complicating them. Get to know
your companion better and at the same time you will come to know
yourself better. If both of you co-operate conscientiously
facing self-realization, the results will shortly be very
important.
Don't be sharp in your sensuous expressions, love also requires
sensitivity and politeness as well as commitment. The vigor of
physical energy has to be accompanied by delivery in the
psychological and emotional dominance. And even more, in
superior sexuality mental communication is equally important,
since a good physical communication can not exist, if there
isn't any exchange of ideas and thoughts from day to day.

Aug 12, 2010

9 AM

(Aug
(Aug 11, 2010 to Aug 13, 2010)

Sun Sqr Ven

SUN SQUARE VENUS
INTENSITY: 2
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Sun to Venus brings an
increase in your sensuous vital energy, which can incline you to
certain excesses. For example, you now could feel a great desire
for amusement and expansion, and may even want to escape from
your daily grind going to a dance with your mate, dining out,
going to a club, or preparing an exceptional weekend. Obviously,
there is nothing wrong with it in general, unless these kind of
activities are carried to excess. It isn't so much the fact of
wanting to live well, but rather to control yourself and stay
within your means. If you are not careful, the following weeks
could be a narrow squeeze of money, since you over spent on
details, gifts or outings to such a degree that you actually are
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left without anything in the budget for the rest of the month.
Don't give so much importance to the size or quantity of your
entertainments, since a simple gift in a given moment can have
great sentimental value.
Avoid an egocentric, superior and arrogant attitude toward your
mate. Perhaps now you are very proud of something you have
obtained on a social or professional level, or even are proud of
your own companion, but you should never have a capricious or
egocentric attitude. Learn to control your abundant energy and
you will find that with simplicity, sincerity and nobility big
improvements are brought about in your partnership. Learn to
speak but also listen, give advice and also think about the
advice given to you, in fact, learn to find the right balance
between you and your loved one. Neither of you should impose
your points of view on the other, but share the decisions and
enjoy the responsibilities that both of you have every day.
Don't ever think that you are going faster than your companion,
since it is necessary that both of you go hand in hand, jointly
experiencing the new encounters that are opened to you each day.
At this time you may also be especially proud of your mate and
may want to show him/her off socially so that everyone can see
that you are the "perfect couple". Although this is not negative
in general, it isn't bad either to be unnoticed from time to
time and to intermingle with others without creating so much
attention. It may boost your ego when others remark about you,
but it also has it's disadvantages since, whether you like it or
not, there always will be a certain amount of criticism.

Aug 14, 2010 11 PM

(Aug
(Aug 13, 2010 to Aug 15, 2010)

Ven Conj Plu

VENUS CONJUNCT PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
A conjunction of transiting Venus and Pluto activates your
sexual and sensuous energies. Because of it's powerful strength,
it is advisable to become aware of it and to understand that
sexual energy in reality is a specific manifestation of "total
vital energy" of the human being. The wide concept of sexuality
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implies a connection between ourselves and the environment,
specifically, an interrelationship between ourselves and others.
This tuning in takes place on several levels (physical,
emotional and mental). This means that complete manifestation of
sexual energy requires a couple's awareness on different levels.
To have a completely fulfilling sexual relationship it is
necessary to complement each other physically, to have adequate
emotional dynamics, a good level of intellectual communication,
and a certain rapport or blending of goals and purpose in life.
That it is what we understand as spiritual level.
Briefly, awareness of the abundant energies of this astrological
aspect enables you to increase them and to use them creatively.
These inner forces should promote self-understanding and also
incline your loved one toward personal accomplishment. A sexual
relationship is not fulfilling if it is bound to doubts,
uncontrollable passion, deceit or lack of respect. In this case
we would be speaking of declining sexual energy. An integral
development of your relationship on the before mentioned levels
is advisable so that at the time of the affectionate contact, an
evolutionary, vital, fulfilling and uplifting spark actually is
produced.
A couple's happiness depends a great deal on an adequate
proportion of pleasure and self-realization, and in no way
should we think that those psychological components will oppose
each other, but exactly the opposite. Self-realization produces
pleasure and happiness, at the same time that sensuality heals,
and balance generates self-understanding and personal
improvement, as well as an expansion of consciousness. After the
search of pleasure that is innate in human beings, in reality
there is a natural tendency to expand toward a higher kingdom of
the psyche and ourselves, and this inner expansion also produces
an agreeable sensation and enjoyment.

Aug 22, 2010

5 PM

(Aug
(Aug 21, 2010 to Aug 23, 2010)

Ven Conj Moon

VENUS CONJUNCT MOON
INTENSITY: 1
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A transiting aspect of Venus to your Moon represents emotional
exaltation. That is to say, during the time of this transit you
are going to have a great need for love, intimacy and
understanding. To channel these feelings properly it is
necessary to live, experience and practice that "to receive one
must give". In other words, don't take on a passive attitude
waiting for others to approach you and kiss you, embrace you or
express that they want you.
It is necessary to avoid emotional changes, and especially, that
these variations don't affect the way you treat your loved ones.
If you make the mistake of reacting to them in a superfluous or
capricious way, in return they obviously will hesitate to object
if they have a disagreement with you. If at a given moment you
happen to suffer an emotional low or an intensive high, try to
exercise self-control so that those fluctuations do not affect
your daily way of behavior with your family or your loved one.
This is a time when your instinct or sense of protection is
manifested very explicitly. This, obviously, is not negative,
provided that it isn't carried to excess by psychologically
overburdening or suffocating the people you want to protect.
To psychologically relieve yourself of family responsibilities
or small problems emerging in your love relationship, you have
to know when to take a rest and be distracted, or take some time
for leisure and relax. Sometimes you will need to enjoy these
moments of distraction in solitary, while other times you prefer
to be with your family or mate to clear the air. It is important
to maintain an optimistic and sound mental state and, if at a
given moment your emotions are overcharged, try not to let it
affect your personal relationships.
Don't count on certain people that have your confidence to solve
your problems. Sometimes it is preferable to clear your mind,
relax and restore your balance by participating in social,
artistic, sports or other types of activities. It is better to
put your mind on positive things and not concentrating on your
problems.
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Aug 23, 2010

8 PM

(Aug
(Aug 22, 2010 to Aug 25, 2010)

Mars Conj Moon

MARS CONJUNCT MOON
INTENSITY: 3
A conjunction of transiting Mars to Moon accentuates your
emotional experiences. Assuredly, certain emotional
circumstances, happenings or recollections of the past suddenly
come to the surface now. That is to say, there is an
acceleration of your psychological emotional experiences, which
makes it necessary to exercise self-control, so that the
situations and sensations are not fueled. If you are able to
control this psychic flow of energy, you will gain emotional
strength, stability in your spiritual state, and the ability to
solve your emotional and family situations from day to day.
Basically, you are hypersensitive and may feel neglected or hurt
by some emotional situations that could occur. Don't take things
from a susceptible or personal point of view, since this will
psychologically distort the real value that such experiences
possess. More than melodramatizing, now is the time to reduce
the tone, cool your emotional state, and try to see the psychic
flow of your impressions more clearly. Because of this, don't
make any impetuous or rash emotional decisions now. Since
nothing will be agreeable to you, wait until you are calm and in
a neutral emotional state to decide which course to take.
Now it may seem to you that your loved ones are pressuring you.
That perception, in reality, simply is a manifestation of inner
insecurity. Without apparent reason you worry that irritations
or rejection in your relationships could emerge. Because of
this, it is advisable to trust and be sure of your own emotional
stability, and you will find that in an almost magical way the
emotional and family situations are gradually stabilized. On the
other hand, if you persist in hypersensitivity, psychological
weariness will make it's appearance and things in your
environment will begin to be left out of the main stream. Then
you will feel bad and find yourself with a certain guilt
complex. Briefly, if you are mature, serene, firm and respectful
in your sentimental and family relationships, you will find that
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the response of others toward you gradually will improve in
quality and level.
Don't ever think that others want to hurt your feelings, since
this prejudice makes you defensive. Rather, think that your
loved ones will love you now and in the future. Be clear, direct
and forgiving, if you think that someone may have offended you
or may have failed to respect you. Don't wait until tomorrow and
expect that expressing your complaints will be clear and amiable
then. Never accumulate small susceptibilities or
misunderstandings for days, weeks or months, since at that time
no one will have sufficient objectivity as to know what actually
happened. To the contrary, your report will transmit to them an
exaggerated perception of something that at that time had
practically no importance. This is the principal problem of not
clarifying things from day to day, since by accumulating, the
inner perception is distorted with respect to reality. Apply the
above advice, communicate and converse about those small
misunderstandings that come up every day. You will see that the
benefits are highly positive.

Sep 12, 2010 10 AM

(Sep
(Sep 11, 2010 to Sep 13, 2010)

Sun Sxtil Ven

SUN SEXTILE VENUS
INTENSITY: 0
During the time of this harmonious aspect of transiting Sun to
Venus your sensuous and affectionate feelings will be
accentuated, that is to say, will be expressed clearly; without
shyness, disguise or any complex. You now are sure of your
feelings and need to revitalize them by sharing them openly with
your mate. There is a better understanding between you and your
loved one, since you experience that through your love
relationship your own personal limits are transcended.
If you are in love with someone and up until now have not
expressed your feelings, it probably would be a good time to do
it, provided that you are sure and know for certain that your
selection is right. If you already have someone or are married,
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use this chance to reaffirm your love for them, since that
revitalizes the feelings for both of you.
What makes your love relationship more attractive now is that
you are sure within yourself, which is not being attached or
dependent on your mate, or searching for energies that you may
lack; on the contrary, you radiate energy and want to share it
with the person you love.
There is a possibility of making a good social contact, or
entering a higher circle thanks to the prestige of your mate or
partner. The harmonious influence of the Sun can bring a small
social rise or personal prestige in your life, to a degree
thanks to the harmonious influence you are having and in that
sense your companion.

Oct 1, 2010

4 AM

(Sep
(Sep 30, 2010 to Oct 2, 2010)

Sun Conj Plu

SUN CONJUNCT PLUTO
INTENSITY: 2
This transit brings an increase in your total vital energy. You
will become more aware of your own psyche that up until now had
been hidden. To a degree this tendency toward self-understanding
is due to the relationship with your partner and can be
especially intense during the period of this astrological
aspect. It is possible that a small irritation emerges between
you and your companion, which simply is a normal developing
process of your relationship. Those small frictions serve to
polish the raw diamond that both of you have within and will
secure the control of your egocentric attitudes. Without a
doubt, in love relationships an effort is needed to transcend
the personal levels.
Love relationships require changing or modifying imperfect
aspects of our character in order to awaken psychological
virtues that up until now had been dormant. On certain occasions
this process is accompanied by a small crisis in the
relationship, but always turns out to be positive and
evolutionary, if self-control is practiced.
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You now could be led by instinctive behavior such as jealousy,
egocentricity or superiority. If you watch yourself during those
times, assuredly you will be able to correct and control them.
Try to approach your companion in-depth, giving less importance
to the appearance and paying more attention to the feelings,
impressions and thoughts within each of you. It is advisable to
enter the dynamics of mutual understanding, which means
disregarding fleeting things and concentrating on what is
important. Thus, you learn to share your ideal, the sense that
each of you give to the other's life and your future projects.

Oct 4, 2010

(Sep 26, 2010 to Oct 12, 2010)

Sat Conj Plu

SATURN CONJUNCT PLUTO
INTENSITY: 7
This astrological aspect inclines to generate certain tests,
hindrances or concerns in your sensuous relationship, but that
is only the principle of a fruitful era of greater emotional and
sensuous deepening. During this time you may be a bit reserved
with your mate, but this will serve as notice to maintain
greater dynamics of communication with your companion. If either
of you has a complaint or if something about your mate bothers
you, express it immediately in a respectful way. The worst you
can do now is to accumulate small resentments that afterwards
could develop into disagreements without a real basis. Talk
about your character, your way of doing things, and the
difficulties you are having at the time you don't understand
each other. You are learning to take the relationship of a
couple as a dynamic interrelationship between two different
molds, that is to say, between two different psychological
characters. If you take these small clashes of character as an
opportunity to evolve and be happier in your relationship with
your mate, each time you will surpass those small disagreements
with greater ease and rapidity.
It is essential not to hold back, but to continually keep the
communication between both of you alive, though it sometimes may
require a little effort. The worst you can do now is to fall
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into a routine or simple satisfaction of your basic sensuous
needs. It is also necessary to share your daily experiences
related to your work, your family, your feelings and inner
experiences. This will vitalize your relationship more and
launch it toward superior levels.
You now are becoming aware of the fact that time actually
matures the relationship of a couple, and that there is a direct
relationship between real sexuality on one hand, and
responsibility on the other. If each one is responsible for the
other and observes the experiences of the other, then a very
interesting balance between two poles is reached. On one hand,
there is an intense relationship of the couple, and on the
other, each one has the freedom to develop individually. A flow
of communication between the couple serves as a preventive
system so that no imaginative elements such as discontent,
jealousy, or problems of passion will flourish easily. To
develop an integral sexuality supposes an important opportunity
to get to know yourself better and, at the same time, be in
harmony with the circumstances of your mate.
If you currently are not involved with anyone and are in the
process of "searching and investigating", it would be advisable
to study the character of possible candidates. A passionate
sexual relationship is of little worth, if the contrast between
the two personalities is so strong that sparks or irritations
are continually generated. It is preferable to know the person's
psychological make-up a little better before committing to a
sensuous relationship. When you feel that you have acquired a
minimal psychological understanding with the person you are
attracted to, then it will be time to deepen the relationship,
but not before. Even if you have to wait a little, and are not
obsessed, since quality is preferable to quantity in matters of
love. Furthermore, choose someone that will be positive and
optimistic, since this aspect inclines to a negative or
problematic person. That is to say, there is a possibility of
meeting someone with a somber character or a bit crazy.
Obviously, a relationship to that person could make you suffer
in the long run. Because of this, it would be wise to maintain
control over your impulses until it you are sure of the kind of
person you want to be related to at the deepest level.
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Briefly, you now need, above all, stability, emotional security,
positive changes of your character, psychological understanding
with your mate, as well as living your emotions and sensuous
experiences with great content.

Oct 8, 2010

7 PM

(Oct
(Oct 7, 2010 to Oct 9, 2010)

Sun Conj Moon

SUN CONJUNCT MOON
INTENSITY: 2
Now your feelings of protection toward your loved ones and your
interest in safeguarding your family securities are very
important. You will feel motivated and responsible, and also
have great influence on your family, as you sense that your acts
have an important resonance in the people most dear to you.
Thus, you will prove that you have certain leadership or
relevancy in your family environment, and you will become more
aware of your attitudes, since you understand that these affect
what is called the "family unit". At the same time, this
intensive relationship to the family environment is reciprocal,
since you also receive an important influence from your family.
It is a good time to establish the right balance between your
own individuality and the people that are part of your family.
Don't carry your attachment to your loved ones to the extreme,
or be tempted to impose your points of view on them. Try to stay
on the middle ground, which demands important personal efforts
from us, but always brings better results. You will be able to
maintain your individuality and your points of view, but at the
same time are open to the suggestions, advice or points of view
that your family could transmit to you. Equally, collaborate
actively in all those family chores that are your
responsibility, but don't take on too many family obligations
that would be detrimental to other facets of your personal
development.
Now is a good time to reflect on the influence you received from
your family throughout life, observing and stimulating the more
positive aspects. If you harbor recollections that generated
susceptibility, fears or small animosities in the past, you will
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also be able to see the positive experience that these provided.
You will find that a good part of your current level of maturity
is due to the way in which such experiences were absorbed. That
is to say, if you allow yourself to be carried by
susceptibility, the assimilating past experiences will not end;
but on the other hand, if you are able to see the positive side
of the family dynamics, your personal security will increase and
you will be completely free of small complexities or fears
generated in past eras of your life. Briefly, the family
relationship will be viewed by you as something complex, but
always enrich you.

Oct 13, 2010

4 PM

(Oct
(Oct 12, 2010 to Oct 15, 2010)

Mars Conj Ven

MARS CONJUNCT VENUS
INTENSITY: 3
This astrological aspect stimulates your affectionate and
sensuous capacities, revitalizing and energizing you notably.
Without a doubt, you will be more passionate, expressive and
enthusiastic in your romantic relationships, but you also have
to be careful so that the wealth of energy will not overflow.
Take care of the small details with your loved one, as
refinement, good taste and the right mood can bring your
romantic relationships to a very high level. Avoid abruptness
and the tendency to come to the point too directly in your
emotional relationship. Give a bouquet of flowers, invite your
loved one to a relaxed ride, and have a well prepared special
dinner. All these aesthetic elements and good taste will make
the vibration of love you are sharing subtler. Remember that
during this phase all kinds of aesthetic elements will be
fundamental. Because of this, your physical appearance, your
good taste in dressing and your gallantry will be very important
and will have great influence on your relationship.
You tend to express your emotional, affectionate and sensuous
feelings direct and spontaneous now, but try not to become
excessively passionate. When an affectionate and romantic
relationship is directed toward passion, dissonant elements or
distortions, such as jealousy, intending to impose your own will
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on your companion, or expressing egocentric attitudes will
emerge. Take into account that love means to resign, in the
sense that one must moderate aspects of oneself to find the
balance with one's mate. Thus, if you are very impulsive and
your mate is more conservative, both will have to relinquish to
find a middle point in which the two of you are comfortable, the
same is true the other way around. This continuous search for
the middle ground and balance in a relationship of courtship or
marriage brings the integration of the couple to perfection and
self-realization.
Avoid imposing attitudes toward your companion, and you will
become sensitive toward aspects that theoretically are more of
the opposite sex than your own. In good measure, the
relationship of a couple at a deeper level supposes the
understanding of the polarity of ourselves - masculine or
feminine - that stays more hidden or potential. Thus, a man has
to learn sensibility, receptiveness and intuition from a woman.
On the other hand, a woman has to learn certain qualities from a
man that in principle are theoretically masculine, such as
spontaneous decision, energetic reaction and competitive spirit.
Through the dynamics of balance and weighing you will be able to
perfect the elements of your character that still are in the
virgin state or "in the rough". Little by little, each of you
will be polishing those aspects of your personal psyche, as if
filing the face of a diamond upon polishing it.
In love, give as much importance to the form as to the funds,
and never regard a sexual relationship as a simple releases of
energy. Rather, the development of your own energies
characterizes greater love. Two forces are established to
improve yourself, but not to lose yourself or wear yourself out.
The principle of love on a higher level is when the physical
support of the relationship is the base or launching ramp, but
not the object or the end in itself. When the physical exchange
is vitalized and revitalizes itself through love, delivery,
confidence, sensibility and dedication, then real happiness is
procured, since energies that are exchanged grow and multiply.
Thus, the event of real love supposes the renovation of each
partner. A romantic and elated end is fundamental so that the
physical exchange will indeed be happy and merry.
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Nov 8, 2010

8 AM

(Nov
(Nov 6, 2010 to Nov 9, 2010)

Mars Sxtil Plu

MARS SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious aspect of transiting Mars to Pluto generates an
increase of your sexual and vital energy. Sexual energy is bound
to self-confidence, which increases your total energy and
personal magnetism during this period. It is a good time to
deepen the interrelationship that exists between managing sexual
energy and total vital energy. Sexual energy is a manifestation
of total vital energy, and when sexual energy is used
adequately, vital energy is increased. If you now have a
satisfying sexual life you will observes that your personal
energy will increase. Briefly, real sexuality does not consist
of squandering your own energy, but exchanging it in an act in
which psychological penetration, confidence and understanding
with your mate exists. Thus, when mutual confidence and respect
exists, sexual energy is exchanged and not wasted or worn. That
is to say, this kind of relationship doesn't squander vital
energy, but exactly the opposite, since each partner is more
revitalized through the act of making love.
If you project this psychic energy toward someone you love and
have full confidence in him/her, then that energy is
strengthened, exalted and sublimated. In that way, your
increased vital energy will allow you to have a clearer
conscience.
It is very important for you to have an active sexual or
physical relationship now, but also consider that it is
essential to have psychological understanding with your mate as
well as self-realization. You want to devote long periods of
time to intense communication with your companion, since you
have a need to exchange experiences, share your life together,
poll your every day life, understand him/her better
psychologically as well as to understand yourself better and, in
fact, to perfect yourself.
Obviously self-realization is something personal, but it can be
accelerated and intensified when each partner is committed to
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conscientiously improve his/her personality and impels the other
to self-understanding. This is what designates real "sexual
alchemy", according to which the sexual process is something
that occurs on three different levels: physical, emotional and
mental. This is the real concept of sexuality, the word derived
from "six", that is to say, physical - emotional - mental of the
man added to the physical - emotional - mental of the woman. A
real sexual contact is produced on those three levels, and this
is a good astrological aspect to begin understanding that kind
of living together.

Nov 12, 2010

1 AM

(Nov
(Nov 11, 2010 to Nov 13, 2010)

Sun Conj Ven

SUN CONJUNCT VENUS
INTENSITY: 2
During these days your ego could be somewhat inflated and may
affect your love relationship. You could become quite egocentric
and expect your loved one to submit to your wishes. This will be
accompanied by an increase in your own sensuous vital energy,
which inclines you to express your feelings in a very open and
theatrical way. Try not to continually subject your mate to your
whims, since this would tip the scale of the balance that always
must exist between both partners. It is possible that some small
personal success of his/hers made you proud too, and now is
something to boast about for your companion as well. It will
even things out, be sincere, and possibly be a simple expression
of your love during the time of this astrological aspect, thus
attempting to understand each other much better.
Perhaps you also want to show off your mate socially, seeking
personal grandeur. Without a doubt, you are proud of your mate,
but it is also advisable to apply the virtues of balance and
simplicity in this sense.
Learn to relinquish your points of view a little and you will
find that this results in revitalization for you as well as for
your partner. Obviously, you each possess your own
individuality, but one should not try to underline or prevail
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more than the other, and both are strengthened in a balanced and
just interrelationship.
Now you will prefer to go out with your mate in elegant style,
very well dressed, and if possible, with something new that you
have acquired, which could boarder on extravagant expenses that
on the average could result in being somewhat offensive. Without
a doubt, it is important in a couple's life to enjoy certain
details or small mutually consented whims from time to time, but
this should not lead to being too squeezed economically in the
following weeks or months. Because of this, it doesn't depend so
much on a big or striking gift or detail, but rather on a
sentimental gesture. A flower delivered in a meaningful way and
imparted with a lot of feeling can bring about an affectionate
experience, while perhaps a large and decorative box of
chocolates could be taken as a standard gift.

Nov 18, 2010

2 PM

(Nov
(Nov 17, 2010 to Nov 19, 2010)

Mars Sxtil Moon

MARS SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 1
This harmonious astrological aspect energizes your emotions.
That is to say, you will feel more competent to express your
mental and emotional states in an open way, which causes you to
be more direct and spontaneous in your sentimental relationships
and, especially, with your family. If you usually are shy, it is
a good time to exercise emotional advantage, self-confidence and
direct expression of your emotional states.
As a rule, you will be more inclined to define circumstances, to
participate actively, to decide and take part in family
problems. In other words, you will prefer to take part in family
decisions, and in that way try to improve conditions in your
family, or solve problems that have been delayed or stagnant for
some time. You never will avoid your part of responsibility that
touches the dynamics of your family.
You now will be more sure of yourself psychologically, and what
is very important, you are not attached to or stopped by people
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in your family environment. You prefer to devote part of your
energies, your time and your effort to improve the dynamics of
your family, have family gatherings from time to time to talk
over your problems, or simply to pass the time. Thus, your
personal self-esteem is increased, making you a very useful
person prejudiced toward evolution and change, which will not
bring states of emotional susceptibility or evasion. You prefer
to sweeten the circumstances with motivation, facts, and fruit,
rather than to attempt to adorn them, to defer them, or simply
to delay them.
Sincerity and spontaneity in your emotional manifestations are
essential for you now. You prefer to vent any possible
resentment, hurt feelings or misunderstandings immediately. If
there is something that concerns you or that doesn't seem right
in your emotional relationships, you will try to clear the air
quickly and without any dubiousness.
Briefly, you are going to express yourself with clear, direct
and defined emotions, knowing how to combine your personal
freedom with your responsibility toward your family or loved
ones. All in all, it will be a phase in which your emotional and
psychic experiences will be enriched, conscious, filled with
life and very vital.

Nov 30, 2010

5 AM

(Nov
(Nov 29, 2010 to Dec 1, 2010)

Sun Sxtil Plu

SUN SEXTILE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 0
At this time your sexuality and total vital energy will be
revitalized and must be released through a creative exchange.
You will be fully aware of the effect of love and of each
instant in the interrelationship with your partner. Moments like
this cannot be repeated and, without a doubt, constitute a great
opportunity to develop and improve your own psychological
qualities. Sexuality is not only a release of energy, but to
understand yourself through exchange with the other. The act of
love is an event of self-understanding and personal
self-realization.
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This is a good time to openly express your feelings so that you
will be totally sincere with yourself and with your loved one.
Sharing is being open to new realities, and opening up is
necessary for a confident and respectful environment. Putting
these qualities into practice will prove that boredom and
monotony do not exist in real love. There always is something
new to experience, to communicate and to put into practice.
Sexuality should not wear out your energy, but release, expand,
revitalize and recover your personal strength. This is a good
way of finding out if the relationship works correctly, since
"nothing is created, nothing is destroyed and all is
transformed". Thus, the integral act of love must result in the
revitalization of both partners on the physical as well as the
emotional and mental levels. As a rule, when someone is tired,
it is because you are not achieving an energy circuit adapted to
the environment. On the other hand, when someone is revitalized,
it is because you readily tune into others, and in this case,
your partner.
Talk about your improvements since you were together, comment on
the psychological deficiencies you have surpassed, and bring to
light those that still need a bit of polishing. This sincere
exchange produces great results and deepens your level of
communication.

Dec 7, 2010

3 PM

(Dec
(Dec 6, 2010 to Dec 8, 2010)

Sun Sxtil Moon
Moon

SUN SEXTILE MOON
INTENSITY: 0
This is a good time to strengthen family relationships and the
ties with your loved ones. During this period you see things
more from an emotional point of view and your psyche now is able
to surpass the susceptibilities, including those bound to family
situations of the past. This is an auspicious time to be
sincere, noble and open with the people most dear to you. It is
well known that family relationships rarely are a bed of roses,
since generally always one thorn or another emerges. Precisely,
this astrological aspect can motivate you to approach and be
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reconciled with someone, with whom you previously had certain
tension. This aspect almost guarantees success, since you are
now above misunderstandings and mistakes of the past.
If you are married or have children, it is a good time to
guarantee your personal individual integration with your family
environment, living the fact that "the personal path of
evolution starts in the family". You see that by emitting noble
energies, the energies returned to you are also of high and
protective character. It is a good time to try and make your
household a bright spot, full of warmth, conscience and
protection. At least, at this time it is very clear to you that
even attempting it is worth the trouble, and that success can be
achieved with a little effort.
You are sure of your feelings and the fondness of your loved
ones, and because of this, deeply impress the people you love.
It is neither more nor less than what is visible, and what is
real, noble and high always grows and fructifies. In this case,
you plant the seeds of delivery, sacrifice and nobility, and the
fruit thereafter will be creative and full of deep emotional
experiences. That is to say, if you show your emotions openly to
your loved ones, your fondest dreams will be fulfilled, since
they will reciprocate in the same way.
This aspect is of short duration and doesn't have too much
strength, though it can be potent if it is used in a conscious
way.

Dec 15, 2010

(Dec 2, 2010 to Jan 2, 2011) Sat Conj Moon

SATURN CONJUNCT MOON
INTENSITY: 7
This astrological aspect generates great sentimental maturity in
you as it outlines your long term emotional, family and romantic
relationships. You now feel the need for safety and emotional
stability, and you prefer to practice "realistic romanticism".
That is to say, you tend to plan your long term sentimental
life, procuring that your economic resources are duly binding.
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You believe that your emotional stability may be vulnerable if
your professional or occupational situation does not accompany
it. You will have to work hard and long to support the economic
basis of your paternal family or your conjugal family, if you
are married. Equally, if you are engaged, now will be the time
to work with determination on the basis of the future household
that you are going to establish.
You will find that matters of sentimental, family, economic and
occupational character up to a certain point are very
interlaced. In any case, it is advisable not to go to the
extreme by wanting to guarantee your economic basis and devoting
less time to your emotional or family relationships than they
deserve. In that sense, it is a delicate time, since you are
trying to harmonize and combine both worlds: on one hand the
professional economic facet and on the other, the sentimental
family field.
You probably will find it difficult to express your emotions and
sentimental feelings during this period as you will be inclined
to concentrate on yourself, which designates psychic
introversion. Learn to express your feelings to your loved ones
and don't take on everything yourself, if stumbles or
difficulties in the outer world as well as within your family
should emerge. This is a good time to become emotionally
strengthened and matured, but you have to avoid being rigid,
routine or a bit cold in your sensibility and sentimental
expression. Don't go to the extreme of subduing your emotions
because of your economic and daily responsibilities. It is
always possible to make some time to devote to your family and
your mate, since now, more than ever, you need balance between
both facets.
If you are planning things related to your paternal family, your
mate or your conjugal family, avoid excessively rigid plans
since love, like water, needs certain freedom to move. When you
are intimate with your mate or when you have a meeting with your
family, make sure to put problematic or economic problems aside.
It is not advisable to mix pessimism or outside problems with
emotional matters. Value your sentimental possessions and don't
complain so much.
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In case you currently are not involved with anyone, avoid
isolation or concentrating on yourself. You also shouldn't
develop a kind of inferiority complex when you are going out and
meeting people or when you are alone on the weekend listening to
music or reading a good book. Amuse yourself freely, since it is
important that you are not inhibited and have full confidence in
yourself. To find a mate is not like waving a magic wand to
solve your problems. Frequently, it is necessary to learn some
lessons or have some experiences before establishing a
sentimental relationship with the person you are waiting for.
Avoid attitudes of isolation or of ascetic character, since
everybody likes to converse with someone congenial, agreeable
and good looking. One thing doesn't justify the other. You are
seeking a lasting and deep love, but obviously, this has to
begin with a good friendship and, at the same time, the
friendship has to start through a social contact. If you deny
yourself social contact, it is much more difficult to meet that
person you are waiting for.

Dec 18, 2010 11 AM

(Dec
(Dec 17, 2010 to Dec 19, 2010)

Mars Sqr Plu

MARS SQUARE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 3
A disharmonious aspect of transiting Mars to Pluto greatly
increases your vital and sensuous energies. Your desires,
feelings and even passions can be quite high, which makes it
necessary to control, moderate and soften these forces. You tend
to express yourself with strong emotions and great psychological
vigor, but on occasion could be a bit sharp or slightly
explosive. Thus, you will also have to control your imagination,
in order not to exaggerate or be obsessed by small details in
your relationship. For example, there could be groundless
jealousy with respect to your companion, or you may attempt to
impose your decision on him/her. If you think that your mate has
offended you, or you are hurt by something that recently
happened between you, it is best to express it clearly, with
respect and as soon as possible. If both of you would be
accumulating concerns or susceptibilities, they would come to
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light quickly in the near future and would have to be discussed
unnecessarily.
It is necessary to accompany the act of making love with
intensive communication, before as well as during and after.
Real sexuality requires a good psychic understanding between
both partners so that there can be a real union. If distrust
exists or one is concealing certain aspects from the other, it
is very difficult to reach real ecstasy and happiness.
It is necessary that both of you share your daily decisions, so
that you are not bound by commitments that previously have not
been planned jointly. If each one acts on his own, then the
other will feel why bother, which could increase individualism.
It is an excellent time to bring to light the psychological
defects of each that had been retarding the development of the
relationship. It would be good to talk about what you dislike
about each other as well as what each one intends to change in
himself. Conversation about your behaviors, attitudes, virtues
and psychological defects, as well as both of your daily
experiences is the better way to strengthen your affectionate
life. Sharing life together makes happier, and helping one
another to better yourself establishes strong roots for the
future. If each one wants to improve himself, and if each one
wishes that the other improve, the sentimental relationship will
be firm and very creative. Speaking about the daily problems
from a constructive and positive view without a doubt generates
a better vibratory and psychic atmosphere in the relationship.

Dec 27, 2010

6 PM

(Dec
(Dec 26, 2010 to Dec 28, 2010)

Ven Conj Ven

VENUS CONJUNCT VENUS
INTENSITY: 1
A conjunction of transiting Venus to Venus reactivates your
sensuality during the time of this astrological aspect. Each
fiber of your being, and especially your emotional level, will
be jolted by the vibration. Thus, you will be inclined to start
new social relationships and want to share your experiences with
your mate, want recreations filled with life and seek total
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expansion of your emotions. Your sensuous and vital energies are
increased and you need to practice moderation so that you don't
squander your energy. Don't allow yourself to be carried by the
torrent of sensuality, but feel that every moment those forces
revitalize you and surcharge your vitality. On the contrary,
avoid frivolous relationships, think about the impression you
make on others, and don't waste your energy with persons of
little substance. It is preferable to refine or separate the
experiences of your environment and select those that could help
internally to make you a freer, more complete and happy person.
Your romantic sensibility is also potent during these dates and
because of this you tend to see things through rose colored
glasses. It is advisable to adopt some measures so that these
moments of fullness are extended in the right direction. For
example, use this period of time for sincerity with your mate,
discover aspects in him/her that before you had not valued
sufficiently and, in fact, transcend your personal love by
approaching love honestly and not egotistically.
Without a doubt, transiting Venus conjunction Venus is an
excellent opportunity to extol and increase love through beauty,
refined details, intense emotional communication and opening
your heart to others. Venus generates fusion, affinity, tuning
in, and purification of the emotions.

Dec 28, 2010

6 AM

(Dec
(Dec 26, 2010 to Dec 29, 2010)

Mars Sqr Moon

MARS SQUARE MOON
INTENSITY: 3
This astrological aspect stirs up your emotional life; that is
to say, an escalation and revitalization on that level will be
produced. Thus, the big problem will be to control that increase
in energy in your mental states, your feelings, and your family
and affectionate relationships. There will be ardor, delivery,
sacrifice and spontaneity in your emotional life, but
susceptibility, irritability and passion could also emerge. All
in all, this is a phase in which many things in your sentimental
and family relationships will be defined.
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It is possible that a small disagreement or misunderstanding
with a loved one could emerge, but try to soothe your spirits
and control yourself. Don't make any emotional decision based on
states of psychological irritability,
There could be hypersensitivity and resentment. More than
anything, relaxation and psychic neutrality is important for
being able to see things with objectivity. If you have been
accumulating small animosities or misunderstandings with someone
in the past, it is very possible that suddenly everything will
come to light. When that happens, don't argue, but simply
communicate, try to create an environment of mutual confidence
and don't magnify things. Don't be melodramatic now, and don't
deem yourself a victim of others. Consider the future, propose
solutions and have sufficient greatness of the soul to forgive.
If during this phase you take on a family responsibility or have
to decide something on behalf of your family, be very cautious,
since you are inclined to be guided by rashness and excessive
daring. Thus, if you make a mistake, you probably are going to
lose some of the confidence that your family had in you. Because
of this, it is advisable to heed the advise of an appropriate
person and, above all, delay decisions somewhat so that they can
mature. In this respect, you will not be alone and are supported
by others that could facilitate your labor.
You will be direct, exempt and spontaneous in expressing your
emotional states and your feelings, but don't go to extremes of
ardor, fits of anger, or try to impose on your loved ones. Try
to be a little more respectful, amiable and affectionate in your
emotional expressions, avoiding at all cost abruptness and
cultivating amiability. If you soften your emotional
expressions, it is much more probable that your family and loved
ones will be more receptive toward what you say or suggest to
them. On the other hand, if you act in a hard way, they will
close up and will be put on the defensive.
This is also a good time to bring to light elements from your
infancy and adolescence that still could be active in your
subconscious, in the wake of psychological experiences that
still have not been assimilated well. If you have some
antipathy, resentment or grudge toward some member of your
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family, now is the time to reflect on it and, thereafter,
improve your relationship with that person.

Dec 29, 2010

5 PM

(Dec
(Dec 28, 2010 to Dec 30, 2010)

Sun Sqr Plu

SUN SQUARE PLUTO
INTENSITY: 2
This aspect symbolizes the possibility of a small irritation or
conflict of little importance in your love relationship. Perhaps
subconsciously something has been growing between you that has
not been dealt with, come to light or outlined in a direct and
respectful way. Now is the time to review possible latent issues
between you, such as jealousy, secret sensitivities or egotistic
attitudes of one with respect to the other. Don't forget that in
love relationships there has to be revitalization from day to
day that should not be neglected, but is advisable to maintain
continual attention and concentration. Learn to share the
achievements that each of you may have accomplished, talk about
the psychological imperfections that still are within you and
have not yet been surpassed, in fact, summarize your psyche in
an earthly way. It is not the time to conceal anything, but
rather to recognize your own limitations and making goals to
surpass them. Sharing your limitations with your loved one will
help you gain more strength to tackle the task.
You will also notice an increase in your sexual energy during
the time of this astrological aspect, but at given times it
could be expressed abruptly and vacillating. A satisfying sexual
relationship requires self-control, commitment and desire. True
love is accompanied by higher qualities such as the above
mentioned. Don't forget that a sexual relationship is brought
about simultaneously on the physical as well as the emotional
and mental level. The physical vitality must be accompanied by
the feeling of sincerity and intense communication so that the
spark of real love can be produced.
Avoid superior or arrogant attitudes in your love relationship
and practice sincere communication every day. Don't accumulate
anything or keep anything for tomorrow. If you believe that your
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mate has failed in some way, first meditate on it and when you
are completely calm, show respect and confidence in your
companion. By continuing this method you will find that a good
quality of communication is established, and the results will be
seen by you alone. It is always preferable to quietly become
aware of the situation before accusing each other without reason
and common sense. Don't allow anything to alter the confidence
in your mate, since this is the basis on which a stable and
fulfilling relationship is sustained. Neither of you are
perfect, and that is what makes your adventure more
interesting.
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